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"There are two sentences 

inscribed upon the Delphic oracle ... : 

'1(t1ow thysef/ and'1{othing to e'(cess'; 

and upon these a{{ other precepts depencf." 

['P{utarch: Consolation to ~ppo{{onius J 

(Evans, 1968, pp. 755-756) 
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Several years ago, while trying to reconcile our bank statement, my 

husband and I had a difference of opinion. He insisted that the solution 

was to be derived by his method, while I found that method confusing and 

insisted on using my method. As it turned out, we both arrived at the 

same answer, but by different routes. This was my first inkling that 

individuals might have different approaches to the same problem, each 

equally valid, but definitely different! 

In the intervening years, I have noted time and again that people 

have different ways of looking at things--not only in problem-solving per 

se, but in approach to life. What has disturbed me about this rather 

simple fact, however, is the social effect. People who had black-and

white ways of viewing the world usually had no misgivings about 

announcing loudly and unequivocally that their way was not only the best 

way, but the only way that should be considered. I discovered that this 

type of approach played havoc with my self-esteem and with my 

relationships with those types of people. Rather than "considering the 

source," I blamed myself alternately for being wrong, stupid, incompetent, 

muddleheaded, oafish--whatever the occasion warranted! I have spent 

countless hours trying to analyze the motives and causes of both their 

behavior and mine. 

Similarly, people who were unable to converse about "ideas," as 

opposed to "thi!1gs" and "people" I deemed shallow and simple-minded and 

they were recipients of my. scorn and disdain. Although I felt uneasy about 

having such negative attitudes, and did not consciously or openly deride 

them in order to make myself look better, I did not quite understand what 

would evoke such pretentious feelings on my part. 
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Again, it affected social relationships so that I would feel uncomfortable 

with certain people and consider it a waste of my time to have to spend it 

in their company. 

In his book, An Adult's Guide to Style (1982), Gregorc includes full 

descriptions of the style characteristics of the four learning styles-

Abstract Random {AR}, Abstract Sequential (AS), Concrete Random (CR), 

and Concrete Sequential (CS). Upon reading the description of the 

Abstract Sequential learning style, I experienced an, "Aha!" of the 

integra~ing, validating kind, that has led to an increase in my sense of sel· 

understanding and self-acceptance. Specifically, I found one of the "major 

intolerances" of AS individuals to be "ideas and claims which do not meet 

their rational tests of logic or approved tests of validity"--hence my 

discomfort as an "AS" with people who try to foist their ideas and 

opinions on me. Similarly, with one of the "observable traits" of the AS: 

If they [AS individuals] think that you haven't had a bright idea 
in years or are not conversant in any of [their] areas of 
interest, [they] will never ask you for your opinion or view on 
anything. [They] may even dismiss you as an irrelevant being 
(pp 26-7) 

--not that such behavior is therefore justifiable, but at least 

understandable, and thankfully I was not the only social misfit in the 

world! 
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Rationale 

Since first hearing about Gregorc's Mediation Ability Theory in an 

Education class several months ago, the whole notion of learning styles 

has intrigued me. Upon further study, particularly of Kathleen Butler's 

excellent doctoral work, Learning and Teaching Style: In Theory and 

Practice (1984), which is an elaboration of Gregorc's theory, I have come 

to realize that a specific learning style might actually determine our 

world view--not only influencing how we learn and how we perceive the 

world, but also how we react to the environment and how persons in our 

environments relate to us--in essence, what I would call our "living 

style." I have become curious about how awareness of one's learning 

styles might affect self-esteem and thereby, our potential for self

actualization. 

Butler (1984) writes at length about the effects of environment on 

individuals' levels of self-realization and self-actualization. She states 

that people, organizations, and situations can help or deter individuals 

from reaching their goals. Environments produce a "range of possibilities" 

including: allowing and encouraging us to be ourselves and develop 

additional style responses; guiding us in recognizing personal forces and 

uses of natural style; asking us to subordinate our dominant style for 

convenience; requiring us to submerge our dominant style and work 

consistently through a nondominant channel (p. 33). 

Butler goes on to outline various responses we might make to these 

environmental demands, including: being ourselves and using our own 

styles; developing style "flex-ability"--the ability to know and retain our 

own style but at the same time to flex with ease to meet legitimate style 

demands; developing our own understanding of personal forces and style; 
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learning adaptation skills to permit us to work in nondominant channels at 

a satisfactory level within the environment; learning coping skills to help 

us survive in the environment; developing the ability to resist the 

environment overtly or covertly, through confrontation or by sabotage (p. 

34). 

My own experience in insight or enlightenment has led to a interest 

in other people's reactions to learning about their learning styles in this 

way. I recently had the opportunity to conduct a seminar for fellow 

students at the University of Lethbridge on my favorite topic--Gregorc's 

learning style theory. Not only did this provide me with the occasion to 

share my new experience, but I was also afforded the opportunity of 

leading the participants through the process of determining their learning 

styles and reading through the descriptions of their dominant learning 

styles. Although we did not have the time for all to read the full 

descriptions of their learning styles, the general consensus was that a 

surprising number of peculiarities were correctly described as part of 

people's personalities and there was a startling feeling of "rightness" to 

the descriptions. 

Rather than being merely a "parlolo!r game" type of activity, 

the way some people use astrology or palm-reading, I feel that the study 

of learning styles has validity in the field of Education. I believe that the 

awareness and study of learning style constitutes knowledge that will 

contribute to teachers' overall level of self-esteem and can transfer into 

their teaching because of increased self-confidence--a feeling of being 

"OK" (Harris, 1960). Since I believe that teachers as persons should be 

ever working toward self-actualization in both their personal and 
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professional lives, it is this area where I feel that the application of 

learning style theory can be of enormous benefit. To quote Butler (1984): 

A psychological model of style is valuable as an individual and 
organizational tool, and serves several functions. As a vehicle 
for personal analysis, interpersonal understanding, and 
organizational change, it plays many and varied roles. (p. 35) 

In An Adult's Guide to Style (1982), Gregorc recommends going 

beyond the awareness and consciousness raising stage which is often "a 

pleasurable experience," to the second stage of serious, in-depth personal 

application of mediation theory which is "much more subjective, personal, 

and difficult for many people" (p. 49). He includes in his book a complete 

section entitled, "Self-Study," which he states has the primary purpose of 

assessing: 

"your 'SELF'" ... [which] will help you to realize and come to grips 
with how you, as a unique individual, interact with multiple 
realities. It also forces you to acknowledge your personal 
strengths and weaknesses by bringing them to light... When you 
begin to know yourself, development begins automatically. (p. 
49) 

As helpful as self-study might be, I feel that learning style theory 

is ultimately more valuable in promoting greater recognition and 

understanding of people's behavior. Application of learning style theory 

can be made in both educational and social settings, either in informal or 

formal situations. For example, in the informal setting of child-raising, 

parents' acceptance of a child's learning style that is different from 

another child's or their own would likely contribute in a positive way to 

the growth of self-esteem. In the more formal educational setting of 

schools, I can readily see that an appreciation for different learning 

styles in students might open teachers' eyes to the advisability of using 
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different teaching methods for different students. This approach would be 

in direct opposition to the "bandwagon" tactics that are so frequently seen 

in education. For example, while the use of manipulatives in teaching 

mathematics might be appealing for teachers and students of certain 

learning styles, others might learn and teach better using more traditional 

rote or conceptualization approaches which better match their learning 

style. 

Regardless of how or when learning style theory is applied, a more 

far-reaching effect would be an appreciation of human individual 

differences. Ideally, this would lead to a greater flexibility toward, and 

acceptance of, other human differences that seem to stand in the way of 

harmony among the sexes, races, ethnic groups, religious sects, and 

political factions. 

Literature Review 

Learning Style 

Although there are many other theories of learning style which have 

led to significant amounts of research (Dunn, 1979; Dunn & Griggs, 1988; 

Kolb, 1984; Witkin & Goodenough, 1981) the learning style theory which 

makes the most "sense" to me--perhaps because of my own learning style! 

--is the work of Anthony F. Gregorc, who suggests the following 

phenomenological definition of learning style: 

Learning. style consists of distinctive behaviors which serve 
as indicators of how.,.person[s] learn from and adapt to [their] 
environment. It also gives clues as to how a person's mind 
operates (Gregorc, 1979, p. 234). 
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Gregorc {1979} describes his research as "phenomenological" in that 

it consists of the cataloging of overt behavior, analyzing the behavior to 

determine underlying causes, and drawing inferences regarding the nature 

of the learner. Gregorc also recognizes the dimensions of individual 

versus group activity {as well as the fact that any individual might prefer 

one or the other or function equally well in either situation}, 

environmental factors, and the student's age and stage of physical and 

emotional development {Gregorc, 1979}. However, he believes that 

stylisti9 characteristics are surface indicators of two deep levels of the 

human mind--"whole systems of thought, and peculiar qualities of the 

mind which an individual uses to establish links with reality" {Gregorc, 

1984. p.51}. 

Gregorc's explanation for differences in style is both 

"nature/nurture in its roots"--with patterns of environmental adaptation 

available to us through our genetic coding systems, as well as through 

environmental and cultural expectations, while they are also properties of 

"the self, or soul, and ... used for self-actualization purposes" {Gregorc, 

1979, p. 234}. 

The work of Gregorc is elaborated by Kathleen Butler (1984, part I), 

who states that the term "learning style" is used by educators as a generic 

term for recognizing individual learning differences. Gregorc's Mediation 

Ability Theory provides an organized way to understand how the mind 

works, defining four types of mediation abilities: perception, ordering, 

processing, and relating. His research has identified two sets of dualities 

apparent in the initial phase of learning--the "information acquisition 

phase" (Gregorc & Ward, 1977}--perception and ordering. 
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A perceptual duality is found in the use of "abstract" and "concrete" 

reference points for thinking (Gregorc & Ward, 1977). The perception 

quality of "abstraction" allows each of us to experience the invisible and 

nonphysical world of emotion, feeling, spirituality, aesthetics, and 

intellect. Conversely, the perception quality of "concreteness" permits us 

to experience and understand the visible, physical world, as well as to 

express ourselves in physical media (Butler, 1984). 

In addition, an ordering duality is identified in the form of 

"sequential" versus "random" preferences (Gregorc & Ward, 1977). The 

orderin'g quality of "sequencing" permits us to order the world in a linear, 

step-by-step, methodical, predetermined, organized fashion. On the other 

hand, the ordering quality of "randomness" allows us to operate in 

nonlinear, intermittent, flexible, split-second, changeable, ambiguous 

fashion (Butler, 1984). 

Gregorc combined the two sets of mediation abilities-

abstract/concrete and sequential/random--to characterize four types of 

"transaction ability channels": Concrete Sequential, Abstract Sequential, 

Abstract Random, and Concrete Random, each of which has particular 

behaviour and characteristics. These have been measured on an 

instrument called, the Style Delineator (1982) and compared to an 

analysis of overt behavior (Gregorc, 1979). 

In the Concrete Sequential style, the individual's approach to 

learning is orderly, organized, thorough and precise. The working style is 

direct, structured, predictable, and perfection-oriented. Preference is 

shown for the concrete, physically based, and the practical. The individual 

is task-oriented, industrious, factual, and exact. Other characteristics 

include steadfastness, reliability, and self-confidence. 
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The Abstract Sequential style is characterized by a rational, logical, 

theoretical, analytical approach. The person might be described as 

evaluative, intellectual, scholarly, and structured. Implicit in this style 

is argumentativeness and resistance to change. 

Abstract Random learners are emotional, sensitive, and subjective 

in their approach to learning. They are also sociable, understanding, 

empathetic, imaginative, and colorful. Orientation is toward media, 

themes, and interpretations. Style includes flexibility and adaptability. 

Individuals with Concrete Random style are inquisitive, curious, 

investigative, and intuitive. Other characteristics include a penchant for 

the daring, different, and unusual. They tend to be creative, divergent, 

original, inventive, and change-oriented. They like to be challenged, and 

readily engage in problem solving, experimenting, and independent 

learning. 

Gregorc's initial proposition that "style is symptomatic of 

particular systems of thought and of peculiar qualities of the mind" 

(Gregorc, 1984, p. 51) emerged in 1970 when he was involved with 

colleagues in naturalistic studies of the learning of youth and adults both 

in and out of class. From various subsequent studies from 1974 to 1977, 

Gregorc and co-researchers arrived at the position that "style 

characteristics are related to systems of thought and the driving forces 

of the mind" (Gregorc, 1984, p. 53). 

Butler (1984) points out, however, that Gregorc's learning style 

theory is concerned with the behaviors of individuals and the reasons for 

those behaviors. Each style suggests how and why persons who exemplify 

them behave in certain ways. 
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When we look only at behavior, some people can be quickly recognized as a 

"natural" CS, AS, AR, or CR style--they "fit" the pattern of that style. 

If, however, we are required to relate to environments which do not 

cultivate, accept, refine, or permit use of natural style, it appears that 

we must develop nondominant channels. Butler (1984) states that there 

appear to be at least six ways by which we express style: 

Natural style expresses the individual's driving forces through 
natural mind channels. Individuals use flexed style to express 
themselves through nondominant channels and in a style that 
others can understand ... One's style flex-abilities can appear to 
others to be natural because they are an integral part of one's 
own style repertOire, require little extra energy, and allow 
natural style to keep its legitimacy for the individual. .. Adapted 
style appears when .. .individual[s] ... [put aside driving] forces 
and [natural mind] channels to meet the needs or the demands 
of others. One's adaptive style does not appear to be natural. 
To use the adaptive style requires extra concentration and 
energy ... Coping style occurs when ... individual[s] must overlook 
[their] driving forces and natural mind channels in order to 
survive the process of meeting the needs and demands of 
others. Coping style never appears natural, and calls for 
maximum concentration and energy ... Resistant style is 
employed when ... the individual puts maximum energy and 
concentration into resisting the style demands and goals of 
others, but mayor may not be able to recognize or realize 
his/her own ... Masked style results when the [individual's] self 
-evaluation indicates she has lost her ability or is unable to 
see herself as she is in favor of pretending to be someone else. 
(pp. 23-6). 
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Teaching Style 

According to Butler (1984, part II), all teachers have a personal 

learning style which limits their vision of other possibilities in the 

classroom and their understanding of different types of students, and also 

restricts their choice and interpretation of teaching techniques. 

Furthermore, the concept of teaching style can help us to understand the 

person as a teacher acting as an "instrument of thought" who actually 

shapes the reality of the classroom. 

Teaching style is defined as a collection of distinctive behaviors 

which place "mediation demands" upon the mind qualities of both the 

learner and the teacher (Butler, 1984). The four teaching styles outlined 

by Butler (1984, part II) correspond to the four learning styles--Concrete 

Sequential, Abstract Sequential, Abstract Random, and Concrete Random. 

The dominant styles of teachers can be identified by their attitudes and 

behaviors toward the learner, the curriculum, the classroom, and the 

educational process in general. 

Gregorc (1979) talks of "alignment" being a process in which an 

attempt is made to adapt learning style and environmental demands, 

including teaching style. In an earlier work (Gregorc & Ward, 1977), he 

outlines the process which begins with the teacher observing the behavior 

of learners and attempting an empirical assessment of the learning 

preferences present in the classroom, using the description of "CS, CR, AS, 

and AR learner~" providing guidelines. He then recommends that the 

assessments be discussed with students for verification and modification. 

This would be followed by the teacher's attempt to vary class 

presentation through including methods of instruction that meet the range 

of the learners' preferences. 
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This might be accomplished by offering alternatives for students to reach 

the same objective, or by providing students with assistance in developing 

their abilities to learn through a selected method. 

Some "obstacles in diagnosis" of learning styles and cautions in the 

use of learning/teaching style alignment materials are suggested by 

Gregorc (1979, p. 235). Firstly, since instruments focus only on certain 

variables, educators should be wary of making prescriptions solely on the 

basis of instrument results. Also, due to the fact of the self-reporting 

nature .of Gregorc's learning style instrument, we must be cautious of the 

reliability of assessment results. However, continued diagnosis should 

help us to understand more about the human mind and how people learn. 

take this to mean that delineation of differences is important. 

Gregorc also warns against "artificial adaptations" which may be 

reported as "preferred means of learning," since some students have used 

them for so long. The risk is that prescriptions might be made on those 

bases that do not encourage and draw upon natural abilities. Gregorc 

recommends that prescriptions must be "tentative, varied, monitored, and 

verified by conversations with the student" (Gregorc, 1979, p. 236). 

The educator's attitude--either positive or negative--and toward 

the student or the process of assessment itself, can influence both 

instrument interpretation and resultant prescription. Teaching style 

places subjective demands upon the learner and alignment of any style is 

dependent upon the adaptive capacities and abilities of both the learner 

and teacher. 

Hilgersom-Volk (1987) in a recent overview of theories and findings 

on learning styles notes that while teachers are becoming increasingly 

aware of different learning styles, they have generally rejected the 
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practical use of learning styles in the classroom. However, she cites 

various prominent researchers in the field of learning style whose 

investigations "overwhelmingly support [learning style] classroom 

application" (p. 4). She quotes Gregorc's strong statement regarding the 

application of learning style theory: 

First, teachers must learn to honor their own individual 
learning styles. Second, teachers must attempt to facilitate 
the true ability of the learner. Not to do so has serious 
implications. 'To purposefully cause mental distress by 
presenting materials in ways that they (learners) cannot truly 
fashion and handle, is indeed a moral issue (p. 4). 

Hilgersom-Volk (1987) refers to a local Oregon school authority who 

sees "several reasons" why learning style research is not utilized in 

regular classroom teaching. The suggestion is made that regular 

classroom teachers may view learning styles as a fad, a belief which 

prevents teachers from investing time, energy, and involvement. Others 

simply are not trained to effectively apply learning styles to their 

classrooms (p. 15). Another Oregon school teacher is described, who has 

for several years, successfully applied learning styles to this teachi:1g. 

His experience indicates that learning styles are applicable to every 

student and every situation. He has witnessed teachers undergo incredible 

changes in teaching ability and grow more motivated and satisfied about 

their work following their adoption of learning style methods. (p. 16). 
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On the basis of finding that the majority of failing students are of random 

style and the majority of A's are received by sequential style students, he 

questions whether at-risk students have a predominant style that 

precludes learning in the way teachers standardly prescribe. 

Hilgersom-Volk (1987) concludes that: 

The current theory and practice of learning styles boldly 
respond to the call for educational reform .. .if we can make the 
paradigm shift that celebrates the diversity of our nation's 
youth, the effects will be profound. When learning styles 
become a pervasive force in America's classrooms, 
children ... will learn to honor and accept their uniqueness and 
the differences among their peers (p. 21). 

She goes on to make several recommendations including the gaining of 

administrative endorsement and support, coordinating preservice training 

for teachers, encouraging teachers to apply learning styles, involving 

students and parents in learning styles efforts, and continuing to develop 

a research base (pp. 21-23). 

I feel that one of the important initial steps in carrying out these 

recommendations is to learn more about teachers' learning styles and 

teaching styles. Herbster, Abel, Hargrove and Weems (1987) have 

compared Gregorc's four learning styles with the four families of human 

orientation to learning identified by Bruce Joyce and Marsha Weil: the 

Information Processing Family (IP), the Personal Family (PF), the Social 

Family (SF), and the Behavioral Systems Family (BS). They found a 

significant positive relationship between Teaching Models and Learning 

Styles, supporting the assumption that learning styles and teaching 

models are related (p. 5). 
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Specific results of their study included the findings that the majority of 

both CS and AS teachers preferred IP as their model of teaching (defined 

as "a process of accessing, processing and organizing data in an effort to 

understand the environment" [po 4)], while the majority of AR teachers 

preferred PF (defined as "directed at selfhood or individual development" 

[po 4]) and CR teachers did not have a strong teaching model preference (p. 

8). 

Both the Gregorc and the Joyce/Weil research focus on the process 

of learning although from different standpoints--Gregorc focuses on how 

the individual learns and Joyce/Weil concern themselves with the 

instructional process. However, they both address integral components of 

the educational process, with the authors concluding that "learning and 

teaching are directly related in study and application" (Herbster et aI., p. 

3). 

Butler (1986) defines "intentional teachers" as: 
professionals who make a purposeful effort to understand 
their own style of thinking, learning and teaching, to modify 
the way it biases their classrooms, and to extend their 
repertoire of teaching strategies (pp 1-2). 

She writes about enhancing the self-esteem and positive self-concept of 

students, particularly adolescents who are undergoing: 

the developmental tasks of forming personal identity, 
developing personal autonomy and understanding the meaning 
of relationships ... [which] demand that the adolescent develop 
an understanding of self (p. 2). 
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It seems to me that even as adults and as teachers these processes are 

never-ending and as "intentional teachers" our underlying educational 

objective should be self-understanding, which will inevitably enrich our 

actual teaching efforts. 

Research Questions 

Employing Butler's (1984) explication of the potential outcomes of 

the study of the Gregorc model of learning style, I examined three major 

areas of teachers' lives: self-understanding, understanding others, and 

interacting with others (pp. 38-40). 

Butler (1984, pp. 47-8) suggests that through the self-examination 

process teachers are trying to define their own psychological health and 

well-being, ultimately answering the question, "How do my beliefs and 

attitudes about myself and my teaching guide my decisions in the 

classroom?" 

Question One: "As a teacher, what learning styles do you 
employ? What are your natural, flexed, adapted, coping, 
reSisting, or masked styles?" 

Question Two: "What educational experiences would confirm 
these views regarding your learning styles?" 

Question Three: "How does your understanding of learning 
style affect your teaching style?" 

Question Four:. "How does analysis of your learning style affect your 
relationship with students and colleagues?" 

Question Five: "How does understanding your learning style 
profile affect your self-esteem or self-actualization?" 
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Methodology 

I would anticipate that promoting a teacher's self-understanding in 

regard to style, would hopefully lead to greater appreciation and 

understanding of differences among individual students. I believe that the 

process would eventually aid in enhancing teacher-student relations and 

teacher efficacy. 

This study utilized a case study approach, using an interview format 

with four teachers--two men and two women--one of each dominant 

learning style. I chose to study myself as one of the four teachers, partly 

so that I could enhance my understanding of learning styles per se, but 

also so that I could share in the personal experience of validation through 

self-understanding. My choice of the remaining subjects was mostly 

influenced by my personal knowledge of the teachers as persons. From 

casual, social observation, it seemed apparent to me that these persons 

could be described as being of the particular dominant learning style in 

question, that is, Concrete Sequential and Concrete Random. The Abstract 

Random subject was procured through canvassing fellow graduate 

students. 

Firstly, to try to determine a person's dominant channel, I employed 

Gregorc's Style Delineator (1982). In order to validate and elaborate on 

those findings, I used Butler's (1984) questions which she recommends for 

assessing the "relative purposes of each of the style channels, for self

realization and self-actualization" (1984, pp 17-21). 
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The number of affirmative responses and the nature of the answers to the 

sets of questions which she presents, indicated to me the teacher's 

natural style dominance, flexed style, adapted style, coping style, 

resistant style or masked style. (See Appendix A.) 

To address the second research question regarding educational 

experiences in relation to learning styles, I selected one category from 

Gregorc's "Style Comparison " chart (An Adult's Guide to Style, 1982, p. 

39) for examination in this study--"Thinking Processes." While it would 

have been interesting to examine the entire list of categories, for the 

purpose of efficiency, I selected this one, which I feel is highly 

representative of each learning style. I had the teacher-participants 

respond to the lengthy description of the style characteristics for this 

category (Gregorc, 1982, pp. 19-38) by providing examples of experiences 

from educational settings that illustrated how the style characteristics 

described their natural, flexed, adapted, coping, resistant or masked 

styles. 

Procedure 

My plan was to meet with the subjects three times and conduct two 

sets of interviews with each of the three teachers being studied, in 

addition to myself as one of the subjects. Prior to meeting with the 

subjects I conducted a self-study, a process that I feel was helpful in 

familiarizing myself with the procedure and which facilitated my 

understanding of how all four learning styles could be operant within an 

individual teacher. 
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At a preliminary meeting, the participants' natural, flexed, adapting, 

coping, resisting, or masked styles were determined in order to address 

the first research question. (See Appendix B for subjects' completed Style 

Delineator [1982] Matrix forms.) The participants were then provided with 

copies of Gregorc's descriptions of style characteristics for the "Thinking 

Processes" category examined in this study. (See Appendix C for Gregorc's 

complete "Style Characteristic" descriptions.) 

The subjects were ensured of their anonymity throughout the course 

of the research. Their signatures were obtained on a letter outlining the 

nature of the research and the procedures to be used. (See Appendix 0, 

"Ethics Letter.") 

After a few days, the second question was dealt with in an 

interview. Interviews were carried out at a mutually agreed upon time 

and place, usually on the subjects' "home turf"--home or place of work, 

providing for a maximum comfort level. The interviews were taped, with 

the subjects' permission, in order to obtain a written transcript. 

The aUdio-tapes of the interviews for each subject were transcribed 

for analysis. These analyses were made available to the subjects for 

verification and perusal. Slight changes, were made accordingly to 

increase the accuracy of conveying the intended meaning. 

At a third meeting, after an approximate one-month period, another 

interview was held in which responses to the latter three research 

questions were taped and transcribed. (These questions were not made 

available to the subjects prior to the interview so as not to prejudice 

their responses.) 
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The session typically began with a discussion of the subjects' feelings 

regarding the previous interview transcripts, as well as the subjects' 

feelings and reactions about being involved in the learning style analysis 

process. The audio-tapes were again transcribed and analyzed and copies 

were once again made available to the subjects for review and approval. 

Changes were noted and incorporated into the final copy of the study. 

(Copies of the self-study and transcripts of first and second interviews 

for each subject are not included, in order to enhance the degree of 

anonymity for study participants.) 

The researcher analyzed the four case studies using Gregorc's 

lengthy descriptions of the characteristics of each corresponding learning 

style, attempting to match the subjects' actual responses or style of 

response with Gregorc's descriptions. In addition, I examined how the 

actual interview process proceeded, and my own part in the process as a 

researcher of a particular learning style. I was looking for common or 

contrasting themes, as well as a synthesis that might indicate some 

consistency of teachers' responses with their dominant learning style 

characteristics. 



Analysis of Case Studies 

Dominant Abstract Sequential 
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As the researcher and Dominant Abstract Sequential teacher, I am a 

40-year-old female who has taught Psychology and Human Relations for 

the past five years to various programs at the Lethbridge Community 

College. After completing a B.A. in Psychology some twenty years ago at 

the University of Lethbridge and working as a social worker at Alberta 

Mental Health Services for a total of about eight years as well as also 

having. done some miscellaneous teaching-related jobs over the years, all 

in Lethbridge, I am currently completing my M.Ed. at the University of 

Lethbridge. 

The results of the Style Delineator (1982) indicated almost equal 

scores in the following learning style categories (one point difference 

between each, in descending order): Concrete Sequential, Abstract 

Sequential, and Abstract Random, with Concrete Random, scoring 

Significantly lower. In contrast, I responded affirmatively to almost all 

Butler's (1984) Abstract Sequential Channel questions, and only partially 

or conditionally to the other groups of questions. I was fascinated by the 

Abstract Sequential questions which seemed to describe aspects of 

myself that I immediately realized were integral parts of my personality 

but had previously been unacknowledged as such. 
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Self-Analvsis 

Natyral Style: Abstract Sequential. 

I feel that it is largely my Abstract Sequential thinking style that 

has made the study of learning style so appealing to me. To use Gregorc's 

descriptions as a guide to examining the thinking processes of each 

learning style and promoting teachers' self-understanding through 

intellectualization, is definitely Abstract Sequential in nature. In 

Gregorc's words, "[the AS] orders in a tree-like manner starting with a 

common core and branching into parts derived from the base." (1982, p. 23) 

The use of this process to analyze learning styles could be called a 

"mental matrix" or "intellectual formula" that Gregorc suggests Abstract 

Sequentials use in their analyses of experiences (1982, p. 23). In the 

category of "Approach to Life," Gregorc's description is again apropos of 

the design of this study: "It is this preoccupation with the logistics of 

what [she] encounters that prompt[s] [her] need to classify, label and box 

[her] thoughts and emotions into neat little compartments" (1982, p. 25). 

During the interview processes, this was sometimes difficult for the 

different dominant styles to deal with or follow, as I will discuss later. 

In completing the task of providing examples from learning or 

teaching experiences that validate my conception of my natural, flexed, 

adapted, and coping styles, I used the description as a guide, and sentence 

by sentence, related the ideas to my experience. Examples generally came 

readily to mind and I was able to quickly record them. I feel this was due 

to the "analytical faculties" I possess as an Abstract Sequential-- the 

ability to "mentally outline, correlate, compare, and categorize data in a 

manner unsurpassed by any other style" (1982, p. 23). 



This was the format I suggested for the other subjects, but they 

responded differently, as I will discuss later in regard to each. 
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Gregorc's description regarding the "Creativity" of the Abstract 

Sequential also applies directly to the nature of this present study: 

The creativity of the Abstract Sequential reveals itself 
through [her] identifying new facts, thoughts, or new concepts 
based upon [her] ability to synthesize, analyze, and correlate 
disparate empirical materials. The AS is a master synthesizer 
and eclectic [whose] creations manifest themselves through a 
process of inventive synthesis rather than through discovery 
(1982, p. 24). 

The plan of the study was to analyze each case study that represents each 

learning style and then examine them in relation to each other to obtain 

some synthesis. Two of the subjects, the Concrete Sequential and the 

Abstract Random teachers, both expressed the feeling that I had somehow 

captured their essence on paper. The CS teacher exclaimed, "'That's what I 

said!' Basically that's what I believed in and that's what I thought and I 

knew already" (po 25). The AR teacher expressed "surprise ... [at] how 

accurate ... " (po 26) I was in analyzing her learning style pattern which had 

been quite unclear during the actual interview. 
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Flexed style: Abstract Random. 

In carrying out the study, my flexed Abstract Random style was also 

prominent. Although I was concerned about the course of the study and the 

types of information that I could glean from the interview processes, 

was distinctly aware of each subject as a person. (I was careful to 

guarantee anonymity and supplied copies of their transcripts and analyses 

to each subject for perusal and approval.) Even the choice of subjects was 

made on the basis of whether I already felt comfortable with them. Of the 

three subjects besides myself, all were people in my immediate social 

circle--two are relatives and one is a fellow graduate student. Aside 

from the fact of convenience in making contact with them, another major 

reason for choosing persons so close to me, was the lack of need to first 

establish rapport, credibility, etc. This thinking process is obviously 

"anchored in feelings" as suggested by Gregorc (1982, p. 29). Particularly 

in situations in which I would have to interact closely with persons of 

different dominant learning styles, maximizing differences in every 

aspect delineated by Gregorc in his "Style Characteristics" (1982, pp. 19-

38), I found this especially important. Similarly, in my choice of 

supervisor for the project, I chose a professor with whom I had already 

had a sense that I could work comfortably with him, having already taken 

a course from him. In addition, he was also a guest speaker in a Research 

course that I took, in which he explained his interest in the case study 

method. I have found him personable, accepting, and flexible--a self

professed Abstract Random--qualities toward which I find it easy to 

conform. 
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After each interview with each case study subject, I grasped an 

"overall theme [or] tapestry" (Gregorc, 1982, p. 30) which I used as the 

basis of my analyses. (I have long appreciated autobiographical or 

biographical types of work, also enjoying participating in their creation, 

as I did in writing and reading "social histories" as a social worker, and as 

I have recently participated in reflective writing in curriculum courses.) 

When that theme was difficult to discern, as with the Abstract Random 

initial interview, it bothered me until the "picture" came to me, usually 

all at once, accompanied by an overwhelming sense of elation. Even though 

each learning style represents different outlooks and approaches to the 

world, I have somehow been able to flex into an understanding of each, 

although during interviews I tended to display my Abstract Sequential 

channel more than others, evidenced by my repeated attempts to bring 

subjects back to my own line of thinking. 

Adapted style: Concrete Sequential. 

My adapted Concrete Sequential has been challenged by the format of 

this study. With four sets of analyses occurring simultaneously, and 

continuing about a month later, and with rough drafts and final copies, 

there are various and sundry piles around my work room. I have been 

submitting "work in progress" copies of the project to my supervisor and 

copies of transcripts and analyses to each subject, only adding to the 

confusion. I have been viewing the turmoil as a necessary evil in order to 

carry out a project that I am enjoying immensely. 
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My "consistent striving for perfection" (Gregorc, 1982, p. 19) is 

evident in the many research proposals (about five) which I submitted 

before finally settling on the current one. As for the "something tangible 

for [my] time, effort, hard work and resulting product" (Gregorc, 1982, p. 

20), the mark for the project is simply, "Pass or Fail," but I strongly 

desire to please my supervisor, to meet his expectations, and also produce 

a work which I will be proud to have bound, bearing my name, and resting 

upon the shelf in the Faculty Lounge for all to see and read! 

ty1y limitations in "coerc[ing] ideas, people, places, or things into a 

logic pattern suitable to [me]" (Gregorc, 1982, p. 19) have been evidenced 

in the many set-backs I have experienced this semester in attempting to 

complete this project. I accepted a heavier teaching load than initially 

anticipated when I planned my workload for the semester. I already 

considered it full, with having to meet scholarship and graduate 

assistanceship qualifications of being a full-time student, do ten hours 

per week of research for the assistanceship, teach six hours per week, and 

somehow also keep a semblance of order in my personal life. I accepted an 

extra teaching assignment because I felt coerced in a way, bringing my 

teaching hours up to 11 hours per week for two months out of the 

semester. Also, all the incidental, unplanned semi-emergencies, and 

setbacks that occur in ordinary family life have also challenged my 

adaptive abilities. 
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The deadline of December 18, the date for submission of grades for 

this semester, has been hanging over my head like the proverbial "sword of 

Damocles." I have also been acutely aware of the fact that my supervisor 

will be leaving on sabbatical at the end of the semester, precluding the 

carry-over of the work to next semester if I wish to work with him to 

completion, which I do. 

Coping Style: Concrete Random. 
-

In formulating my topic and focus for this 'project, I experienced a 

sense of futility with having to write a proposal for one professor, to be 

graded for a research course, and then writing another proposal for the 

professor who was actually to be my supervisor. The fact that they had 

individual differences in their expectations was frustrating to me. My 

initial "Literature Review" was immense because of my difficulty in 

sorting through the varied field of learning styles. attempted to solve 

the problem by including every aspect of the topic, which was difficult for 

the reader to understand. Each individual with whom I have discussed my 

possible research focus has made some comments, the collection of which 

has acted as a kind of "bag of tricks" which I had to sort through, much to 

my exasperation. My final focusing has been a tremendous source of relief 

so that I could begin work on the project itself. 
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Dominant Concrete Sequential 

The Dominant Concrete Sequential teacher was a 38-year-old male, 

in his seventeenth year of teaching. This period had been interrupted only 

to obtain another year of university education some eight years ago, so 

that he has both a B.A. and a B.Ed. degree from the University of 

Lethbridge, with five years of university training. The majority of his 

teaching career has taken place in a small community within commuting 

distance of Lethbridge where he taught both junior and senior high school

Social Studies and P.E., having also coached the school basketball team for 

several years. This year marked a change for him in a move to another 

rural school in a somewhat smaller community, but closer to Lethbridge, 

where he now teaches grade seven through nine--Social Studies and Math. 

Responses to Gregorc's Style Delineator (1982) were surprisingly 

inaccurate. The CS teacher scored 10 points higher in Concrete Random 

than in Abstract Random (later found to be adapted and flexed styles, 

respectively), second highest in Abstract Sequential (resisting style) an~ 

lowest in Concrete Sequential, which was later found to be his dominant 

learning style. Answers to Butler's (1984) questions, however, were much 

more revealing about the relative importance of each learning style, 

pointing to a dominant CS style. 
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Brst Interview 

Natural Style: Concrete Sequential. 

The progress of the entire interview, the nature of the teacher's 

responses and the content of responses were highly indicative of a 

Concrete Sequential learning style for the subject interviewed. The CS 

teacher studied beforehand the materials which I had provided for him, 

making notations regarding examples he planned to discuss. The 

discussion followed a straightforward, logical sequence, and we never 

veered off the topic. He was convinced that Gregorc's description of the 

Concrete Sequential learning style fully described his teaching style. 

Concrete examples were always given for each statement made 

about his "Thinking Processes," in keeping with Gregorc's description of 

the 'real' world for the dominant Concrete Sequential: "The concrete, 

physical, objective world ... static, objective, and predictable" (1982, p. 

19). The CS subject used the very words "predictable" and "routine" to 

describe his teaching behaviors: "I'm a very predictable person, I have 

certain routines ... 1 feel comfortable doing that because then the kids know 

what to expect" (p. 4). 

In his lengthy, detailed description of his unit planning which was 

aimed at preparing the Social Studies student for later analytical 

thinking, the CS subject exemplified Gregorc's statement regarding 

"Ordering Ability," that "he thinks by using a 'train of thought' which has a 

clear beginning and a clear end" (1982, p. 19): 

You read, you memorize, you spit it out. That's where I start. 
Then after you regurgitate, you gain the knowledge. After you 
get the basic foundation, then after you understand that then I 
can get into analysis ... n (p. 6). 
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Regarding "View of Time," the CS illustrated that "he is a firm 

believer that the key to the future is in the hands of present behaviour and 

actions" (1982, p. 19) in that he lamented the types of education given the 

student teachers who are "coming out" of the university these days. He 

stated that he felt sorry for them because they were not prepared to deal 

with the challenges of social problems in the schools today (p. 18). 

The CS described his thinking processes as "methodical" (p. 1). He 

said of himself that he does things in "stages or steps," carefully and 

sequentially outlining his teaching style in which he felt it was very 

important for students to have a "basic foundation" (p. 1) of knowledge 

that he helps build through step-by-step lessons. 

In regard to "having finely tuned powers of the physical 

senses ... discriminates between and among sounds, tastes, and smells 

extremely effectively" (Gregorc, 1982, p. 19), the CS teacher stated that 

he "knew exactly what they're talking about" (p. 3) when students are 

talking in class rather than working as they are supposed to be doing. 

The "outer orientation of the CS ... [which] results in his attributing 

the causes of subjective thoughts and feelings to environmental stimuli ... " 

(Gregorc, 1982, p. 19) was exemplified by his statements regarding the 

badly disciplined students in his school. He felt that they had had poor 

administration and they had got bad discipline as a result. He went on to 

explain that he does not care to try and analyze a student's behaviour 

problems from the standpoint of emotional or home problems because he 

has "no control over that kind of a situation" but instead focuses his 

efforts in finding a solution to the problem of the student's unsatisfactory 

school work (p. 5). 
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The es's "natural structure" and use of "prescribed formulae in 

dealing with the world" was embodied in his description of having "five 

different solutions to the problem [of a student not doing his school 

work]" (p. 5). To the question of whether he was a traditional teacher, he 

responded, "Yes, exceptionally ... very traditional." He gave as examples his 

seating plan which never varies, keeping his desks in straight rows 

(straightened at the end of each class), always teaching from the front of 

the room, rarely using group work, and using "very little creativity in 

class" ,(p. 6). This would seem to depict well Gregorc's descriptor: 

"ultraconservative" (1982, p. 19). 

"When life experiences appear to be chaotic ... he has been known to 

coerce ideas, people ... or things into a logic pattern suitable to him" 

(Gregorc, 1982, p. 19). The CS teacher's response was, "That's right, 

exactly, and I use force ... " (p. 6). 

"Consistently striving for perfection, the Concrete Sequential can 

work with the exactitude of a machine ... " (Gregorc, 1982, p. 19). This 

perfectionistic attitude was readily admitted, although the es teacher 

knew that it could never be achieved. His behaviour of doing things over 

and over in order to get them better was exemplified by his use of 

overheads similar to flash cards, in order to drill his grade seven math 

students who were poor in computational skills. He had devised a 

transparency with "a little slot hole" so the students could see the 

questions but not the answers, and made a practice of drilling. for 10 

minutes of each class, sliding the answers up one by one (p. 7)--much like 

a teaching machine. 
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According to Gregorc, the es is: 

able to link successively-connected parts and divide facts and 
figures into categories and subcategories. His ability to 
organize logically produces a linear organization capacity that 
is unsurpassed by any other style (1982, p. 19). 

The es teacher under study felt that those words would portray his unit 

planning, his taking apart of the units and reorganizing them: 

For example [in unit planning] I rip it apart and put it into 
certain specific areas. I take the whole ... 1 know exactly what 
should be taught, then I break it down but then there's got to be 
a sequence of events (pp 7-8). 

Gregorc's suggestion that the es is "usually not interested in 

abstract theories" (1982, p. 19) was definite in the case of this particular 

CS teacher. He strongly expressed his opinion that new teachers "coming 

out" of the university should spend less time on the liberal arts program 

and more time on dealing with practical situations. He was vehement in 

this stance that the student teachers should be "technicians, rather than 

theorists" (p. 18). A teacher's ability to deal with a real situation he 

described as "practicalness to me ... better than theorizing" (p. 19). 

The es's "'Validation Process'--validity, proof, and clear-cut 

discernment of anything is decided by and through the physical senses" 

(Gregorc, 1982, p. 20) was evidenced by his "it works for me" type of 

reasoning regarding his teaching techniques. He stated that he felt really 

in control of his teaching once he was able to establish structure in his 

teaching, which came as a response to an unstructured teaching style in 

vogue at the time, an experience which he described as "murder," because 

the kids have too much freedom and not enough discipline (p. 12). 
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Gregorc's depiction of the CS "Focus of Attention" includes the 

"making, gathering, appropriating, controlling, naming, labeling, and 

owning of persons, places and things" (1982, p. 20). For the CS teacher 

studied, his main focus in his teaching was control of his students. In his 

words: 

I'm looking for a kid that's disciplined who will do what I want 
them to do, when I want them to do it. I'm looking for good 
study habits ... I'm a demanding type of teacher, and if I don't 
like what they do, then I go out to try and change them ... (p. 4). 

Regarding "Creativity," Gregorc describes the CS as a "creative 

producer ... who can produce a concrete product or prototype from someone 

else's idea (1982, p. 20). The above description of the CS teacher's 

planning seemed to fit this description precisely. 

The "Approach to Change" characteristic of the CS being "adverse to 

change" seems to be exemplified in the CS teacher developing a structured 

routine and adhering to it rigidly as a means of defining his expectation~ 

for the students. He colorfully described his difficulty in adjusting to 

teaching during his first year--"it was just murder"-- until he learned to 

be structured (p. 12). 

The CS "Approach to Life" is: 

... practical, predictable, and conservative ... concrete in his view 
and perfection-oriented in his action ... [he] expects to receive 
something for his time, effort, hard work and resulting 
product. He therefore anticipates a reward ... or recognition ... or 
a compliment...for a job that he considers done well... (Gregorc, 
1982, p. 20). 
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Interestingly, the dominant CS teacher described his response to praise in 

discussing his flexed AR style: "I'm the type of person that really 

responds to praise .. .it really works .. .the more you praise me, the harder I 

work ... " (p. 9) 

In the interview the CS teacher described his "Environmental 

Preference" directly in line with Gregorc's description: " ... quiet, ordered, 

predictable and stable ... want[ing] objects in his environment to ... be 

ordered ... " (1982, p. 21) 

He was most excited to read the above description that described him so 

accurately, and responded with: 

It just drives me crazy to have kids have paper on the floor, or 
to have my room disorganized· and have everything cluttered. I 
have to have my shelves clean, everything has to be like this 
(p. 8) 

Flexed Style: Abstract Random. 

The dominant Concrete Sequential seemed to be able to flex into the 

Abstract Random style with little difficulty, even though they are polar 

opposites. He described the difference as due to a feeling that the 

"pressure's off" (p. 12) when he deals with students on a one-to-one basis 

for counselling types of conversations. Even though at the time of the 

interview, the CS teacher had only been at this new school for just over 

one month, and he had been "classified as the disciplinarian--giving kids 

heck in the halls" (p. 11) he had had the experience of students coming to 

him one-an-one. At these times he would "try to be a listener." 
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He stated that he was "more subdued" mainly because he no longer had "to 

perform" (p. 12) as in the classroom situation. This would seem to 

correlate with Gregorc's description of the AR as being able to establish 

"rapport with individuals and tune into their inner patterns, moods, and 

motivations" (1982, p. 29). In addition, the CS teacher reported that he is 

able to socialize easily with anyone and has "no problems" (p. 12) fitting 

in on a new staff, which he did very recently. 

Regarding Gregorc's description of AR "Thinking Processes": " ... can 

also be shrewdly perceptive, critical and suspicious due to an innate 

ability to see behind the outward appearance of a person, place or thing" 

(1982, p. 29), the CS teacher responded that he requires "some time to 

think" and can then "make really good judgments about lots of people" (pp 

10-11). At the same time, he admitted that he "can be 'taken for a ride' as 

well" (p. 11) by students who take advantage of his tendency to focus on 

his own activity rather than the behaviour patterns of others. Gregorc 

describes the AR's "Focus of Attention" thus: "he often directs his 

attention only to that which he finds has personal meaning" (1981, p. 30). 

This would seem to describe the CS teacher's behaviour when he 

unwittingly plays into a student's scheme to meet a fellow student in the 

washroom at a specified time each day: 

... 1 eventually catch up with them but sometimes it takes me a 
little bit longer to be aware of something like that or 
sometimes somebody else tells me and I say, 'Is that right? 
You know, I never thought of it that way (p. 11). 
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In reference to Gregorc's characterization, "highly retentive of 

themes, overall tapestries, and 'first impressions,'" (1982, p. 30) the CS 

teacher noted that he is greatly affected by first impressions. Discussed 

in relation to meeting the students on the first day of school: 

"When I met them the first time I knew what was gOing on ... my first 

impression pretty well holds true ... " (p. 14). 

Coping Style: Concrete Random. 

I! was decided during the course of the interview that this third 

learning style would likely be classified as the CS teacher's coping style 

rather than adapted style. He even had difficulty understanding the 

descriptions of the CR's behaviour and was at a loss to think of examples 

in his own behaviour. In fact, he was able to explain how he was unable to 

work or think in CR terms of "emphasizing intuition and instinct" (Gregorc, 

1982, p. 35). Conversely, he could always explain his reasoning that was 

the basis of his behaviour. If presented with a situation and asked for a 

solution, he finds it "very difficult" (p. 14). He gave as an example, a 

student not being able to understand an explanation, and his own difficulty 

in finding an alternative explanation: 

... if I have a child and he doesn't understand me. Well, I really 
have to really sit back and think about it. I can't just, "Bang," 
give another ... alternate explanation. I have to really sit there 
and really ... [it's] quite stressful... (p. 15). 
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The above description of the CS teacher's behaviour is directly opposite to 

Gregorc's description of the CR's "Approach to Change": 

This individual can be the 'trouble-shooter in an organization. 
He ... will redesign and restructure as he goes along ... he is as 
changeable as his environments ... [he] thrives on changes that 
demand challenge ... (1982, p. 36). 

The dominant CS teacher went on to describe his frustration with 

students who will not follow the rules of mathematics or, to his horror, 

suggest that they would like to do another project than the one he 

assigned: "It drives me nuts ... 1 have a hard time understanding why they 

can't understand the rules .. .it really boggles my mind ... 1 just shake my 

head ... " (p. 16). 
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Resisting Style: Abstract Sequential. 

In response to Butler's (1984) questions which she suggests in order 

to examine the relative purposes of each style channel, the dominant CS 

teacher stated that he would answer "no" to every question except the 

first, "Do you love argumentative debates?" (p. 19). Upon further 

discussion, however, it was revealed that he liked to argue "for the sake 

of arguing ... it's a matter of emotion rather than logic ... " (p. 18) exactly 

contrary to Gregorc's AS description: 

The thinking processes of the dominant Abstract Sequential 
are based on intellect and the laws of logic. Judgments are 
based upon criteria which are acceptable to tradition, 
scientific convention, and/or the intellectual atmosphere of 
the present time or academic community ... lf free from 
emotional attachment, bias, and prejudice, the AS can detach 
himself from the issue he is examining and carefully research 
and weigh values, facts, and numerical data ... (1982, p. 23). 

The CS teacher responded with a "very negative" attitude (p. 18) toward 

"the intellectual atmosphere of the academic community" which he 

equated to the activities of a university. He expressed extreme 

impatience with theorizing as opposed to emphasiS on practical 

techniques. His reaction to persons who are, in Gregorc's words, "highly 

verbal ... monopoliz[ing] a conversation by offering his rationale, opinion, 

theories, sources, etc." (1982, p. 26) was "boredom ... it gives me a very 

negative attitude ... " (p. 19). He stated that he tolerated professors like 

this in university because attending their classes was simply a "means to 

an end" (p. 19). One of the "Major Intolerances" listed by Gregorc 

concerning the dominant Concrete Sequential is his dislike of "discussions 

which appear to be 'academic' rather than down-to-earth" (1982, p. 21). 
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To sum up, the study of the dominant Concrete Sequential followed a 

predictable, sequential order, conforming easily and directly to 

descriptions of the various learning styles as dominant, flexed, coping, 

and resistant. There was a feeling of having obtained a nice, neat package 

once the interview was over. The CS teacher even expressed his 

satisfaction at analyzing his teaching style in this manner, stating that 

"it was fun to do for me because I could see myself" (p. 8). 
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Second Interview 

At the second interview the Dominant Concrete Sequential stated 

that the process of analyzing his learning and teaching style had had no 

appreciable effect on his teaching style, relationships with students or 

colleagues, or his self-esteem. 

He had found the process interesting in terms of being able to "put 

words" (p. 21) to what he already knew about himself and his style of 

teaching. In fact, the categorization of his learning and teaching style 

was satisfying to him, like the typical CS, feeling comfortable in being 

able to: "divide facts and figures into categories and subcategories" 

(Gregorc, 1982, p. 19). He noted an instance in discussion with colleagues 

regarding different models and educational theories that he humorously 

interjected the comment into the conversation, "I'm Concrete Sequential 

learning style" (p. 22). 

As Gregorc suggests, "the Concrete Sequential is usually not 

interested in abstract theories" (p. 19). This was illustrated in the 

interview when the CS teacher made it plain that theorizing was for 

someone else less practical than himself, with the comment, "It's 

interesting to see that somebody else--this guy, Gregorc--has developed 

theories based upon [learning styles], whereas I just do it" (p. 21). 

The CS "Validation Process" of requiring "proof and clear-cut 

discernment of anything ... through the physical senses" (Gregorc, 1982, p. 

20) was exemplified in the CS teacher's comment that the process of 

analyzing his learning style "was interesting because it just verifies for 

me my style of teaching and my philosophy of education" (p. 21). 

Furthermore, according to Gregorc: 
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validation is also made via authorized and credentialed experts 
who have had accredited instruction and training ... [placing] 
great faith in specialists who explain phenomena which are not 
personally physically verifiable (1982, p. 20). 

In addition, the CS teacher's adamant statement that he has not 

changed as a result of this analysis of his learning style fits in with 

Gregorc's description of the CS "Approach to Change": "he can find it 

extremely difficult to break a habit or an existing pattern of operation." 

(1982, p. 20). He continued to display his "Thinking Processes" of . 
"coerc[ing] ideas, people, places, or things into a logic pattern suitable to 

him" (Gregorc, 1982, p. 19) in his insistence that a low-achieving student 

should attend a school that had a program to suit his needs, but since he 

refused to change schools, the CS teacher did not feel it was his 

obligation to change his program "to fit this kid" (p. 24). Since the student 

has the opportunity to get individualized attention elsewhere, he would 

just have to try to conform to the current teaching style. 

Similarly, the CS teacher's statements that his teaching style is 

"basic" and common sense" and something that students should be able to 

follow, regardless of their learning style, "because it's organized" and 

that "the kids have to mold themselves to your style" (pp. 22-23) 

epitomizes Gregorc's description of CS "Observable Traits" that: 

"the CS is quite convinced and satisfied that his ways will work, have 

worked, and will work for others if only they would 'see the light' and do 

things the right way" p. 21). 
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One of the "Major Intolerances" that Gregorc lists for the CS, 

"individuals who are flagrant violators of norms," (p. 21) was referred to 

by the CS teacher as the parent of one girl in the class who was 

"intelligent, but not a genius" (p. 23) and who was bored by the structure 

of the class. The CS teacher made it clear to the parent that he "would not 

bend" for one student, but would continue to try to foster "academic 

discipline" in the entire class who had "run wild" (p. 23) for several years. 

I feel that the CS teacher was displaying his intolerance for "physical and 

environmental conditions which are not conventionally correct" as well as 

"individuals who are 'too emotional' in their decisionmaking" (Gregorc, 

1982, p. 21). 

The entire tenor of the interview was somewhat impatient, which I 

interpreted to be intolerance of "discussions which appear to be 

'academic' rather than down-to-earth" (Gregorc, 1982, p. 21). Whenever I 

posed an abstract question regarding the effect of the analysis process, 

the CS teacher brought the discussion back to the concrete--"this is how 

do it, this is what happened recently." 

Indeed, the whole progress of the interview, I felt was entirely 

predictable and not surprising in any way, in keeping with Gregorc's 

description that, "the dominant CS is a realist who is practical and 

predictable" (1982, p. 20). His self-esteem was and is well intact, "I 

always knew what kind of person I was and felt all right about it. I never 

changed because I think that was the foundation I was taught in school" (p. 

24). 
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Dominant Abstract Random 

The dominant Abstract Random teacher was a 37-year-old female 

who has taught "clinical instruction" on a part-time basis for over ten 

years. She received her R.N. 18 years ago and has since completed 

additional courses in Nursing and Social Work. She obtained her B.N. in 

1988, and has since entered the M.Ed. program at the University of 

Lethbridge. A vocational goal is teaching at the university level. 

Responses to Gregorc's Style Delineator (1982) were somewhat 

accurate, with highest scores being only one point apart but in reverse 

order for Abstract Random (natural style) and Concrete Random (flexed 

style), but with Concrete Sequential (her adapted style) scoring 

significantly lower than Abstract Sequential (which was later found to be 

her resisting style). 

Responses to Butler's (1984) questions were not as helpful as in 

determining the dominant styles of other subjects, with delineation only 

becoming clear upon actual analysis of the interview transcript. 
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first Interview 

Natural Style: Abstract Random. 

In stark contrast to the interview with the dominant Concrete 

Sequential, the one with the dominant Abstract Random, his polar 

opposite, was highly non-directional. It was difficult to discern which 

learning styles could be categorized into natural, flexed, adapted, coping, 

resistant, or masked. Both the AR subject and myself expressed 

frustration over this difficulty. I feel that as a dominant Abstract 

Sequential, I was unconsciously attempting to "classify, label and box" 

(Gregorc, 1982, p. 25) her behaviour, much to her consternation: 

"All this talk about styles just makes me nervous ... my God, if I don't fit 

into something in this interview, I'm going to be a write-off [laugh] ... " (p. 

5) "This has been a very frustrating exercise ... " (p. 17) 

Upon reflection, I can see in terms of the Abstract Random's "World 

of Reality" that it must have been terribly disturbing: 

The Abstract Random lives in a world of feelings and 
imagination ... it does not stand still very long. This is a fluid, 
incessantly-active world that does not accede to statistics or 
man-made models (Gregorc, 1982, p. 29). 

Her response to my efforts to categorize her learning styles was: 

" ... these are only four styles that the entire world should have to fit 

into ... there have to be blends ... " (p. 13). 

Gregorc's depiction of the AR's "Ordering Ability" is particularly 

descriptive of the way the interview proceeded, as well as the comments 

that the AR teacher made as I attempted to steer her in the direction of 

my thoughts: 
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The dominant Abstract Random's ordering ability is non-linear 
and multi-dimensional. Events are not perceived as occurring 
in a point-by-point progression. Instead, events are 
experienced holistically by 'tuning in' to them fully as a person 
would experience a wave on an entire sea (1982, p. 29). 

At periodic intervals during the interview she would indicate her 

perception of events as having many nonfactorable causes joining 

naturally to form an event (Gregorc, 1982, p. 29): 

And it's always a process ... nothing ever happens and it's over 
with ... 1 don't even see in terms of isolation individual things. 
don't even see patients being separate from the caregivers. 
It's all part of the same interactions ... (p. 2) . 

.. .looking at the role that everybody plays ... they're not in 
isolation ... that's the part that really intrigues me--trying to 
figure out the holistic dynamics of what's going on ... the 
essence of what's going on here ... 1 think you have to understand 
things in a holistic context before you can hope to have any 
impact back on them ... (p. 4). 

The Abstract Random's "View of Time" consists of: 

.. .'the moment.' Since the past. and present are merged into a 
oneness, tomorrow can be significantly different...This attitude 
regarding time ... permits [her] to hold the position that a single 
person or event can and does make a significant difference 
(Gregorc, 1982, p. 29). 

The AR teacher did not prepare for the interview even though I had 

provided her w,ith the descriptions and questions that we were going to 

discuss. Her explanation was, "What if you had changed the agenda when 

got here? That would have been a waste of my time" (p. 17). 
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There were several instances of the AR teacher's outlook that she as 

an individual could make a difference in her environment. She described in 

detail how she singlehandedly, as manager of a medical department, 

organized the department, analyzed patient needs, advertised for new 

staff, wrote parameters of their responsibilities, set up the scope of the 

program, etc. (p. 9). In another project, she was begged by a professional 

friend to assist in drawing up a proposal for funds, as the only person who 

could "pull it together for us" (p. 14). To sum up her efforts, "I never want 

to und~rtake these things as an academic exercise to prove I can do it...it's 

always to make an impact, on who it's going to serve ... " (p. 10). 

Gregorc characterizes the dominant Abstract Random's "Thinking 

Processes" as being "anchored in feelings. Judgments are made in relation 

to prior emotional experiences--be they positive or negative" (1983, p. 

29). The AR teacher discussed her handling of a problem situation with a 

student who was not emotionally prepared to cope with the nursing 

situation. The AR teacher as her supervisor, would demonstrate her caring 

for all parties involved--the student, the patients, as well as herself--by 

sending the student home. She would worry afterward, however: "I would 

internalize it, wondering how they were doing, whether they see it as a 

positive thing or as a punitive thing ... " (p. 2). She stated outright that the 

"underlying motivation" (p. 10) for all her behaviour and decisions is 

caring. 

In classroom presentations, the AR teacher is sensitive ~o the 

class's needs, and to the fact that "every class is different" (p. 4). She 

explained how she respects individuals' rights to confidentiality and 

privacy by pretending to meet them for the first time even if she already 

knows them from individual counselling situations. 



The AR's mind is like a psychic 'sponge' that can absorb ideas, 
information, vibrations, and impressions as they flow around 
and through [her]. [Her] thinking processes can also be 
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shrewdly perceptive, critical, and suspicious due to an innate 
ability to see behind the outward appearance of a person, place 
or thing (Gregorc, 1982, p. 29). 

The AR teacher explained that in her evaluation practices, intuitive kinds 

of feelings are felt first, but realizing that for her superiors she needs to 

"document and redocument", she does not talk to them about her "gut 

feeling~" (p. 3). 

According to Gregorc, The Abstract Random can: 

... establish rapport with individuals and tune into their inner 
patterns, moods, and motivations in an uncanny way. Such 
rapport permits both the qualities of sympathy and empathy to 
emerge (1982, pp. 29-30). 

These qualities would seem to be exemplified in the AR subject in her 

disclosure of information concerning her relationship with clients in 

sexual counselling: 

Clients usually feel very comfortable in disclosing personal 
information. Even aside from sexual things, I usually find that 
people have a trusting relationship ... the number of sexual 
disclosures I got compared to other counsellors is much 
higher ... (p. 3, 4). 

"The AR is highly retentive of themes, overall tapestries, and 'first 

impressions'" (Gregorc, 1982, p. 30). This was evident not only in 

classroom behaviour, "tuning into that group sensitivity" (p. 4). but also in 

her outlook as a student: "I don't even see my courses as being 
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isolated .. .it's all connected ... one gives you insight into the other ... " (p. 4-5); 

and generally in her approach to problem situations: 

"I love to get that broader picture ... analyze what's going on ... being able to 

figure out what's the role of each one of those players ... " (p. 5); and even 

the current interview: " ... 1 want to understand what 1 am and how I 

function ... 1 hate when you feel like you can't get to the core of 

something ... " (p. 18, 19). 

Regarding the AR's "Focus of Attention," Gregorc suggests that the 

dominant Abstract Random "concentrates [her] energies on relationships" 

(p. 30). Evidence of this was apparent when the AR teacher referred to a 

"dear friend" who requested her help in formulating a proposal (p. 14) as 

well as her caring for the anonymity of counselling clients as mentioned 

above. Even when "firing" an incompetent colleague, she first attempted 

to try to work with and around her, before readvertising the position and 

not rehiring her (p. 10-11). 
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Flexed Style: Concrete Random. 

The AR teacher appeared to flex so easily into the Concrete Random 

style that it almost defied categorization as a flex style rather than 

another dominant style. After much dialogue however, it was felt that 

once the underlying motivation of caring was operant, the Concrete 

Random learning style became immediately functional. She revealed how 

two lawyer friends will call her for her views on scenarios. She is 

"always able to come up with a different point of view" (p. 6). This would 

seem illustrative of the CR's "primary ability, intuition [which] is used to 

see into and beyond objects in the concrete world to try to identify their 

nature and possibilities" (Gregorc, 1982, p. 35). 

In addition, the AR teacher stated that she: 

... can always think of a million options ... because there's always 
a million options for any kind of problem or interaction ... but 
you can always take it further and think what would be the 
spinoff effect if I chose this ... (p. 6), 

indicative of Gregorc's description of the CR's quick and impulsive 

thinking processes which are also: 

.. .independent and insightful ... [her] mind mak[ing] the transition 
from fact to theory with amazing speed, making 'intuitive 
leaps' in exploring unstructured problem-solving situations 
(1982, p. 35). 

The AR teacher, in relating a recent incident when her help was solicited 

in a project, found herself unconsciously problem-solving, even though she 

had previously told her friend that she didn't have time, and once 

conscious of her behaviour, mentally chastising herself for "wasting her 
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weekend" (p. 14). 

She also outlined the steps she used to organize and analyze the needs of a 

medical department, spearheading her own research project. She described 

it as "just one of the logical steps I had to go through .. .in coming to an 

understanding of what was needed ... " (p. 8-9). In this way, the flexed 

Concrete Random style seemed to be directly serving the Abstract Random 

style which needed information about the broader picture discussed 

earlier. 

In a problem-solving situation, the AR teacher finds it "really easy 

to sit down and look at all sides, and figure out what it is we are going to 

have to do, come up with ... " but she is vehement about disliking group 

work: "I hate having to convince, or I hate having to try to explain why I'm 

thinking of stuff ... Do I have to fill in the gaps for them?" (p. 12) In 

Gregorc's words: 

This same uncanny ability ('intuitive leaps'] manifests in 
making the transition from theory to fact and leaves the 
Concrete Random unable to explain his intervening steps of the 
sources of his solution (1982, p. 35). 

Gregorc's submission that the CR lives in "an air of expectancy" (p. 35) is 

stated succinctly by the AR teacher: "I sometimes wonder if I ever live 

for what's happening right now ... " (p. 6) and in regard to writing papers as 

a student, " ... 1 love that internal process ... that developmental stage ... like 

when your whole' mind is racing ... " (p. 8). 

In describing a CR's "Creativity," Gregorc states that: 
He is the true 'idea' man who researches, gathers, produces; he 
often leaves the detail and completion of his projects to 
others ... the result of his productivity may well be the building 
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blocks or the cornerstone vital to any growing organization or 
society (1982, p. 36). 

The earlier description of the AR teacher's reorganization of a medical 

department is again a case in point. She elaborated on the fruit of her 

labors: 

••• 1 came up with the need for the program [for a specific 
medical disorder], which was a real need, because they're 
seeing something like 300 patients a month now ... I'm good at 
getting overall pictures ... and getting things in motion and 
qoming up with new and creative ways of doing things .. .1 would 
have no more interest in being that [medical] educator than 
flying to the moon ... (p. 9). 

Gregorc's description of the CR's "Approach to Change" is also 

apropos: 

The dominant Concrete Random is ... often the instigator of 
[change.] This individual can be the 'trouble-shooter' in an 
organization. [She] can eliminate what is old and nonessential; 
moreover, [she] will redesign and restructure as [she] goes 
along ... [She] refuses to be entrenched in anyone place for long 
periods of time. [Her] diverse careers and job relocations may 
reflect his attitude. The CR. thrives on changes that demand 
challenge (1982, p. 36). 

From her biography, it is apparent that the AR teacher has studied and 

worked in various locations. At another meeting the AR teacher had 

revealed some of her many job changes that had been motivated by her 

inability to tolerate certain working conditions, to the fact that her work 

was complete, and because she was actively seeking other challenges. 
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Adapted Style: Concrete SeQuential. 

Although most of the time in the interview was spent explaining her 

dominant Abstract Random and flexed Concrete Random style features, it 

was evident that the Concrete Sequential style was operant as an adapted 

style. The AR teacher was very aware that others did not necessarily 

value intuitive kinds of decisions and she therefore consciously adapted to 

the demands of the situation. The clinical nursing situation she described 

as requiring documentation and redocumentation, and she therefore "set 

out to either prove or disprove that intuitive kind of feeling [about a 

student's progress]" (p. 2). She readily agreed that it was the job that 

required adaptation to a more rational type of evaluation system. In her 

own words, " ... 1 find it easy to adapt to what they would perceive as being 

logical" (p. 13). 

The AR teacher was unable to think of any educational situations in 

which she had to almost grit her teeth to tolerate a learning style, but she 

did describe her adaptive efforts at avoiding her in-laws, whom she 

described as "very guarded emotionally, very rigid kind of people ... " (p, 16) 

and who seemed to conform to the description of Concrete Sequential: 

naturally structured ... [use] prescribed formulae in dealing with 
the world ... critical and ultraconservative ... known to coerce 
ideas, people, places, or things into a logic pattern suitable to 
[them] ... (Gregorc, 1982, p. 19). 

The AR teacher revealed that her in-laws hardly know her first name 

even after 15 years of marriage to their son, and they won't acknowledge 

the fact that she is back in school, which they think is the "most 

disgusting behaviour" (P, 16). 
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She actively engineers things so that she can avoid contact with them 

through such devices as scheduling partially separate vacations and by 

taking frequent naps when staying at their home. 

Resisting Style: Abstract Sequential. 

For some unknown reason, during the interview I had the idea that 

the AR teacher's flexed styles were both Concrete Random and Abstract 

Sequential. However, when I reread the transcript, it became apparent to 

me that she actually resists the Abstract Sequential style. The whole 

idea of categorization of learning styles per se was disturbing to her, as 

discussed previously, with the major motivation for participating in the 

study at all seeming to be her own AR need to understand herself and how 

she functions (p. 18). She questioned the importance to my overall project 

the necessity of identifying each of her learning styles and how they 

operated (p. 6). She either had difficulty understanding the concept of the 

relative purposes of the different style channels as suggested by Butler. 

(1984) or did not care about that kind of analysiS. When I tried to 

summarize with a description of the dynamics of her learning style 

channels as I analyzed them, she responded noncommittally, "Well, as 

little as I understand all this ... " (p. 16). She found it a very frustrating 

exercise (p. 17) but offered to do more reading and thinking on the matter, 

by putting her Concrete Random learning style into action: 

The CR is usually busying finding the critical or missing link, 
the coherent principles, or the modus operandi that makes 
something fit into and function in the everyday world (Gregorc, 
1982, p. 35). 
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Her motivation, however, seemed to be fulfilling her commitment to me to 

participating in the study: 

... a skill that I use a lot is ... 1 go to bed thinking ... 1 do creative 
visualization ... 1 almost do a clearing kind of thing, sort of 
focussing of attention ... I'm positive I can do this ... 1 know I have 
the resources to do this ... (p. 19). 

To questions about her analytical process, describing the Abstract 

Sequential's "Approach to Change" in that the AS does: 

much cross-checking and deliberation ... consider[ing] both sides 
of any question or issue and logically construct[ing] mentally 
both the scope and sequence of either (Gregorc, 1982, p. 24), 

she responded, "I look at it more as overall intent of the entire action ... 1 

wouldn't look at them as individuals, but as representing the broader 

social conscience ... " (p. 5). Later, in response to the same type of 

question, "No, this is what we could predict might happen ... because there 

would always be the expected and the unexpected ... " (p. 7). Her Concrete 

Random "air of expectancy" resisted my Abstract Sequential efforts to 

have her look at each possibility one by one. 

Similarly, in her efforts as a student, she stated that she found it 

upsetting to have to hand in a paper at any designated time: 

" ... the most disappointing thing of anything is even if you have 

to write a paper, just finishing a paper .. .'1 can't finish this 

paper because there's more that's going to happen' ... when they 

say 'work in progress,' I think they should just put on there, 

'still living' ... (p. 8). 
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Second Interyiew 

Again, at the second interview the Dominant Abstract Random 

teacher's main focus was the "world of feelings and emotions" (Gregorc, 

1982, p. 29). She repeatedly discussed her emotions, often mixed, not only 

in relation to the interview and analysis process, but also regarding her 

job, personal life, and student experiences. 

In regard to the learning style analysis, she reiterated her previous 

feelings of fear that she "would not fit in" to a category of learning styles 

(p. 29), even to the point of dreading the reading of the transcript and my 

analysis--" ... this has been sitting on my desk for how 10ng? . .'Well, we 

won't get to that!'"(p. 25). However, she was quite "surprised ... [at] how 

accurate" the analysis was (p. 26). She likened it to the experience of 

"reflection" in that she had experienced a sense of "permission--'yeah, it's 

OK'--to display that human side of you" (p. 24). 

In relating the analysis process to her job experiences, she stated 

that in the past she has had "this feeling that I don't fit" (p. 28) and that 

at times she feels a "sense of grief" that she cannot view the world as 

other nurses do in her field, that is,· being more concerned about the 

concrete--what she calls "petty stuff" (p. 28), like whether there are 

enough dressings on the tray. She goes on to describe the "continual 

discomfort" that she feels within the nursing profession, but concludes 

that what keeps her in it, is the unique opportunity to "express yourself 

through your vyork ... [being] so intimately involved" with patients (p. 28). 

She reported how she has begun to approach the needs of patients and 

students with more "sensitivity." 
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She illustrated with a situation in which she had attempted to empathize 

with a patient's feelings of fear and anger, and had attempted to relate 

this understanding to the student nurse who was dealing with the patient 

(p. 23). 

The AR teacher recounted how, when she gets together with "people 

the same as me" they can use a shortened form of communication because 

the friends are able to "sort of think the same" as each other, so readily 

that few words are necessary. She claimed to "feel really alive" when 

working with those kinds of people, although she admitted that you "never 

ever get anything done" (p. 27). 

The AR teacher felt that as a result of the analysis process, she had 

developed an increased sense of tolerance, due to the realization that 

"everybody is different" (p. 21). In the past she has resisted working in 

groups because of differences in personal agendas, but recently, she 

forced herself (with much humour) to focus and become task-oriented to 

please her partner and "it sort of changed my belief that I can work with 

someone else .. .1 learned about myself in that..." (pp. 21-22). 

The AR's "World of Reality--fluid, incessantly active, that does not 

accede to statistics or man-made models" (Gregorc, 1982, p. 29) was 

illustrated in the AR teacher's discussion of new-found awarenesses this 

semester, but her unwillingness to "narrow it down to learning styles" (p. 

24). Instead, she related the learning style information and insights to 

various other aspects of her life. She mentioned a conversatiqn with a 

friend regarding how "we're trained to distance ourselves" from others in 

social contacts, but that the learning style analysis process has "been a 

validation of things J've tried to discipline myself out of" (p. 24). 
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As for the applicability of the process, she felt that because "nothing ever 

happens in isolation" (p. 29) that her understanding of learning styles 

would become part of her problem-solving skills in attempting to 

understand difficulties in interpersonal relationships. 

The progress of the interview itself again reflected the AR's random 

"Ordering Ability" in that it is "non-linear and multi-dimensional. .. events 

are experienced holistically by 'tuning in' to them fully ... " (Gregorc, 1982, 

p. 29). The research questions were not posed or answered in order for the 

most part, but the AR teacher controlled the conversation, flowing freely 

from one topic to another and covering the subjects in roundabout ways. 

Furthermore, in regard to "ordering ability," Gregorc suggests that the AR 

perceives that "an experience [has] many nonfactorable causes joining 

naturally to form an event" (1982, p. 29). The AR teacher reported 

experiencing a feeling of connectedness--"this whole term, everything I've 

learned from every angle is that it's OK to be connected" (p. 24). 

Understanding of learning style seems to have been absorbed into the 

"AR's mind ... [which is] like a psychic 'sponge' that can absorb ideas, 

information ... impressions as they flow around and through [her]" (Gregorc, 

1982, p. 29). She has become: 

a bit more conscious in explaining things ... When I'm 
instructing, I'm more conscious of [students'] needs. There are 
people who do need every step ... [1 am] more tolerant, 
perhaps ... everybody is different... (pp. 20-21). 

She has also become more insightful regarding patients' points of view, 

acknowledging negative feelings, and attempting to communicate care and 

understanding of these kinds of feelings (pp. 23-24). 
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Her awareness of her students' needs for further explanation is 

comprehended through "the cross-eyed look on their face" (p. 22). 

The AR teacher's acceptance of my analysis of her learning style 

seems to have been sanctioned on the basis of her "inner guidance system 

which is based on [her] own personal objective and subjective 

experiences" (Gregorc, 1982, p. 30). The fitting in of her learning style 

awareness with other aspects of her life this semester has seemed to 

qualify as proof in the sense that they "resonate in harmony" (p. 30). 

Gregorc's contention that the AR's main "Focus of Attention" is on 

relationships is again strongly supported by the AR teacher's frequent 

mention of relationships--with patients, student nurses (pp. 22, 23-24), 

friends (pp. 24, 27), and co-workers (p. 21, 28). She refers to having felt 

"like an outsider" in her profession because her concerns were never the 

same as most other nurses (pp. 27-28). 

As Gregorc states in regard to "Approach to Change:" 

The dominant Abstract Random's approach to change is subject 
to [her] current emotional/spiritual attitude and the intensity 
of [her] interest in that which is being subject to change ... [she] 
can authentically 'change over night' because of an in depth 
'change of heart' or having 'seen the light' (1982, p. 30). 

The tone of the AR teacher's responses seemed to reflect a new awareness 

and appreciation of herself as a person. Not just in reaction to the 

learning style analysis, but in combination with all her experiences during 

the semester, the AR teacher experienced a validation of the "real" her-

"it's OK to be human .. .it's OK that I am sort of more emotionaL .. " (pp. 24-

25). 
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The AR teacher's "natural exuberance and approach to life [which] is 

intensely enthusiastic" (Gregorc, 1982, p. 31) was also demonstrated in 

the interview in her profuse verbalizations, enthusiastic responses, easy 

laughter, and full participation in the topic of discussion, bringing in 

examples from other areas of her life that she obviously enjoyed sharing. 

She related with delight her attempt to conform to the task-oriented 

learning style of a fellow student who had requested her cooperation in 

delineating the topic of their joint project: 

And so when I came that day, I had these round paper things on 
my glasses like blinders to narrow my vision, gagged myself, 
put a scarf over my ears and a sign on my chest, 'Have faith, I 
can stay on task!' (p. 21) 

Indeed, sometimes it was difficult "getting a word in edge-wise," and as 

an interviewer I was certainly not successful in leading her sequentially 

through the research questions. 
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Dominant Concrete Random 

The Dominant Concrete Random teacher was a 42-year-old male who 

was in his sixteenth year of teaching, having taught at every grade level 

from grades 3 to 12, and every subject area except French. Most of his 

teaching career was spent in lower socio-economic elementary schools, 

with a recent move to a special needs junior-senior high school in 

Lethbridge. For the past eight years he has also served in the capacity of 

Administrative Assistant and later, Assistant Principal. Currently, he is 

also the counsellor in addition to being the Assistant Principal. 

The CR teacher has a B.Ed. from the University of Lethbridge in 1974 and a 

M.Ed. also from that institution in 1989. 

The CR teacher's responses to Gregorc's Style Delineator (1982) 

were relatively equal, and exactly paralleling the final delineation of the 

relative importance of each learning style. Concrete Random was the 

highest score, although only two points above his adapted Concrete 

Sequential which tied with his flexed Abstract Random style. His coping 

Abstract Sequential style finished last, a full six points below. 

Answers to Butler's (1984) questions were again not highly 

revealing regarding relative style dominance, while the interview was 

again more definitive. 
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First Interview 

Natural Style: Concrete Random. 

Again, regarding the progress of the interview, it did not proceed in 

linear, orderly fashion, although as an Abstract Sequential, I frequently 

attempted to have it do so. Several times I tried to have the CR subject 

explain himself in terms of Gregorc's descriptions, but it was often 

difficult for him to put it into other words. My understanding of Gregorc's 

descriptions were sometimes different from his, and I had to use my 

person~1 knowledge of the subject to encourage him to talk in the vein 

which I felt was pertinent. Perhaps this was due to the Abstract 

Sequential nature of the task, which we found to be a style with which he 

"coped." 

The CR teacher typically began at the very end of the "Thinking 

Processes" section, pointing out as "the interesting thing" (p. 1) the fact 

that the "Concrete Random makes the transition from theory to fact and 

can leave the CR unable to explain his intervening steps" (Gregorc, 1982, p. 

35). He went on to elaborate on how others often have difficulty keeping 

up with his solution-finding during brainstorming sessions. He explained 

how he becomes frustrated that they cannot understand what he considers 

"common sense" (p. 1). 

Regarding Gregorc's description of the CR's thinking process as 

"quick and impulsive, discriminating and critical, and highly capable in 

matters that deal with the concrete world" (1982, p. 35), the qR teacher 

stated that he is confident in situations when, as an administrator or 

counsellor, he is presented with a problem-solving situation. He seldom 

has to do research and ask the parties to "come back tomorrow" for his 

decision. 
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He feels good about being able to help people "on the spot," providing them 

with a variety of solutions from which they might choose (p. 2). 

The CR teacher stated that his "whole lifestyle is based on intuition 

and instinct" (p. 2), which are the main tenets of the Concrete Random's 

thinking processes, according to Gregorc (1982, p. 35). He felt that he had 

always had this uncanny ability--to feel and sense things almost before 

they happened. He finds this particularly useful in assisting students and 

colleagues to problem-solve--he "can feel where they are coming 

from ... and then base [his] decision on their need .. .if they need reassurance 

... or direction ... [he] is able to do [whatever is required]" (p. 3). 

To Gregorc's statement that the CR has "an adventurous, optimistic, 

and inspirational mind ... easily moves into areas that defy human logic and 

that supercede convention" (1982, p. 35), I prompted him to talk about the 

many projects that he is always "dreaming up" for his school. He agreed 

readily that he is "always thinking" about projects that might be "a little 

bit more creative" (p. 4) in the area of fund raising for the school, keeping 

in mind the logistics that might preclude actually attempting any of them. 

He often finds himself being approached by other staff members for his 

input regarding planning and organization of events, and he is frequently 

asked to sit on committees (p. 4). 

In actual teaching activities, the CR teacher has long recognized 

individual learning differences among students and has made a practice of 

individualizing learning programs for students. He has devised "hands-on" 

type programs for slower learners and a project-based program for the 

more gifted students. In the latter, there would be the attempt to 

integrate most of the school subjects (p. 7). 
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In response to Gregorc's suggestion that the CR: 

... seeks and searches for unity in just about everything ... usually 
busy finding the critical or missing link, the coherent 
principles, or the modus operandi that makes something fit 
into and' function in the everyday world (1982, p. 35) , 

the CR teacher felt that in his role of administrator, an important part of 

that position, and one he particularly enjoyed, was being in a position to 

see the school as a whole and "see where the pieces fit in" (p. 4). He likes 

to have the feeling of "control, organization, or security" (p. 5) that comes 

with knowing what is happening with the students, teachers, and the 

whole school. He was not able to state any causal connection with this 

need and his striving for administrative positions (p. 5). 
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Flexed Style: Abstract Random. 

In keeping with Gregorc's description of the Abstract Random style, 

"established rapport with individuals, tuning in to their inner patterns and 

moods (1982, p. 29), the CR teacher felt that an important part of his role 

as teacher, administrator, and counsellor is his ability to form rapport 

easily, especially with students. Even from his student teaching 

experience, it was "just sort of a natural thing" for him, something that he 

has always had--"maybe because I'm a kid at heart too" (p. 9). He was 

unable to say whether or how he actually worked on relationships with 

adults, relationships in which he has become aware that he can be 

perceived as threatening, for some unknown reason to him. His approach 

to relationships with adults is to consider their individual differences in 

feelings and emotions. At this point, he resisted my effort to categorize 

this behaviour as Concrete Random in the sense that it was multi

solutional (p. 10). He felt it was more "random" than "concrete," and upon 

reflection, I can now see that it should be labelled "Abstract Random" in 

that it would illustrate an AR's ability to "establish rapport with 

individuals and tune into their inner patterns, moods, and motivations" 

(Gregorc, 1982, p. 29). 

To illustrate that his "thinking processes are anchored in feelings. 

Judgements ... made in relation to prior emotional experiences" (Gregorc, 

1982, p. 29), the CR teacher cited an incident last term in which the 

question was whether to pass or fail a student. His reasoning, different 

from the 11 other teachers making the decision, was based on the facts of 

the student's poor marks as well as the emotion of the situation. He was 

sensitive to the student's emotional needs of feeling bad about having to 

repeat a grade. 
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His views seemed to have been supported by the fact that the student 

was this year considering dropping out of school because the experience of 

repeating the grade was "not doing a thing for him" (pp 10-11). He sees 

"all cases [as being] unique unto themselves" and really "feels" for the kid~ 

--it is not just "the paper facts" that are important to him in this kind of 

decision-making (p. 11). 

Adapted Style: Concrete SeQuential. 

In regard to the Concrete Sequential style, the CR teacher felt that 

this was his adapted style because he has had to meet the demands placed 

upon him in school and at home where he was surrounded by family 

members of this style. He expressed his view that most teachers, 

although it may not be their preferred style, teach in a Concrete 

Sequential manner and therefore, most children are Concrete Sequential, 

"because their teachers and parents want them to be that way" (pp 5-6). 

He admitted that this type of training does not necessarily prepare 

students for university experiences, but that the curriculum itself is set 

up in a sequential way through the public school system. He feels that he 

teaches in a Concrete Sequential manner, particularly previously when he 

taught at the elementary level. He attributes this to a difficulty in 

breaking "the mold" of having been taught in a Concrete Sequential way, 

the set-up of the curriculum as it is set out by Alberta Education, and also 

having had more success in using it. When he has attempted more abstract 

methods, "the kids seem to. be lost" and he has therefore reverted to his 

original approach (p. 6). 
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The CR teacher uses "a lot of media" in his classroom, as well as 

physical demonstrations to assist concretely in the students' learning 

process. Similarly, he follows "natural structure and prescribed 

formulae" (Gregorc, 1982, p. 19) in his lesson plans and classroom 

management. He follows a format learned in university in which order 

must first be obtained at the beginning of the class, there is a review of 

the previous day's lesson, introduction of the new concept, followed by 

skill development, and ending with closure (pp. 7-8). In addition to using a 

formul~ for lesson-planning, in his earlier teaching of elementary 

mathematics, the CR teacher would spend countless hours developing 

worksheets according to a systematic method so that each concept would 

be covered in every combination possible (p. 8). He applies this same 

approach to working on the school timetable. He is able to see the whole 

picture, making sure that all teachers "would be pleased with their 

timetable" (p. 8). The "exactitude" of the CS learning style (Gregorc, 1982, 

p. 19) is demonstrated by his ability to detect flaws and variances and to 

not let them go. "It would bother me for a long time ... I'1i work on it until I 

get it right" (p. 8). 
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Coping Style: Abstract Sequential. 

The CR teacher began by stating that he needs to "force" himself to 

think in terms of Abstract Sequential (P, 11). He found this same type of 

feeling when taking Arts and Science courses at the university, which to 

him were at times too intellectual--"too many thoughts and ideas" (p. 12). 

Education courses, on the other hand, capitalizing on his "ability to have 

insight in dealing with people" were found to be "more common sense, 

more practical, [with] the answersrr.readily available to me" (p. 12). 

When confronted with persons who exhibit the Abstract Sequential 

thinking processes which are "often fluid, active, and quickrr.appear[ing] to 

be flighty and in a constant state of unorganized flux" (Gregorc, 1982, p. 

23), he waits patiently for them to finish, and "when it's my turn ... slow 

them down either by asking them questions or coming up with my own 

point of view" (p. 12). His personal opinion of such persons is that "they're 

flighty." Furthermore, he states that he doesn't care to try to follow their 

thought patterns, because to him "they're not going anywhere with it and I 

don't want to waste my time" (p. 12). 
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The types of professors he found the most stimulating and enjoyable 

were those with a Concrete Random type of presentation, those who 

"would allow you to think and interpret" (p. 13), while those of Concrete 

Sequential presentation were the most easy to follow, although not 

necessarily enjoyable because of their predictability and lack of 

challenge. Abstract Sequential, in contrast, was "not predictable enough" 

(p. 13). He explained his obtaining of his Masters degree to be a "pleasant 

experience" because it made him into "a more knowledgeable person," but 

he saw it as more a means to an end--part of his administrative 

preparation--rather than an example of Gregorc's "eternal student" 

description of the Abstract Sequential (1982, p. 24). 
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Second Interview 

The interview progressed in characteristic, creative Concrete 

Random style, with the CR teacher frequently responding that he either 

had more than one answer, or more than one part to his answer. His "quick 

and impulsive" (Gregorc, 1982, p. 35) thinking processes were 

demonstrated time and again by his immediate responses and ability to 

explain himself clearly. In addition, his "Approach to Life" in the form of 

a "realist/idealist ... view of his world ... [being] both telescopic and 

universal" (Gregorc, 1982, p. 36) was displayed in his frequent references 

to individual· differences and the need for teachers to pay attention to 

them in students. He stated his: 

personal belief that all people have their own strengths and 
weaknesses and if we want to be successful in life, we should 
be cognizant of this fact and ... apply the principles ... really live 
it (p. 20). 

Personally speaking, he felt that the learning style analysis had: 

affirmed [his] belief that as a teacher [he] must be prepared to 
deal with individual differences amongst the students and to 
make sure [his] lessons will facilitate the learning of all the 
students in the classroom (p. 15). 

However, he did not feel that the analysis process had actually 

changed his teaching style in any way, but that his teaching style had 

. remained constant from his earliest years of teaching, having had its 

seeds in early awarenesses of fellow students having problems with 

learning. As a teacher, he stated that he organizes his teaching 

strategies, not only accommodating the various learning styles, but 

preparing himself to also set up individualized programs for needy 

students (p. 15). 
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I feel that this is a demonstration of the Concrete Random's: 

thinking processes [that] emphasize intuition and instinct 
[with] the instinctual processes ... used to register the concrete 
world as a starting point. .. his primary ability ... used to see into 
and beyond objects in the concrete world to try to identify 
their nature and possibilities (Gregorc, 1982, p. 35). 

He also noted having had academic struggles in his early years and 

having felt like the "black sheep" of his family because of a different 

learning style from the majority of his brothers and sisters. The CR 

teacher seems to have utilized these early experiences and awarenesses 

in the same way that Gregorc describes the "Thinking Processes" of the 

Concrete Random: "The Concrete Random feels that every person, place, 

thing, and experience has messages locked inside and he is duty-bound to 

use his intuition as a key" (1982, p. 35). Although not being able to 

actually label differences in attitude and values as "learning style" per se, 

at an early age, he appreciated the differences--"I just had this basic 

understanding that people learn in different ways" (p. 16). 

The "Validation Process" of the CR which, according to Gregorc, is 

"achieved through practical demonstration and personal proof of 

application" (1982, p. 36), seems to be applicable here in that the CR 

teacher felt that the learning style analysis "affirmed" his own beliefs in 

the validity of differences in learning styles among individuals. He even 

explained how ,he had gained new awareness of his family interactions on 

the basis of a learning style explanation. 
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He described as an "eye-opener" the realization that his longstanding 

difficulty in communicating with other family members was due to 

differences in learning styles, and that all his life he has attempted to 

adapt to their Concrete Sequential styles (p. 17). He acknowledged a 

greater awareness of his "inner self" and an awareness of why he does the 

things he does (p. 18) but true to Gregorc's suggestion that the CR "strives 

to understand the 'why' of his world rather than the 'how'" (1982, p. 36), he 

was somewhat reluctant to say definitely that the learning style analysis 

had been the source of his awareness--"I think I would attribute it to . 
that" (p. 17). As for its effect on his self-esteem, however, he did not 

express much enthusiasm, although he responded affirmatively: "I guess 

any psychologist would agree ... that if you understand yourself, one of the 

benefits is that you increase your own level of self-esteem" (p. 18). This 

almost casual attitude might reflect the CR characteristic to be "very 

much his own person" (Gregorc, 1982, p. 36). 

According to Gregorc: 

the Concrete Random's focus of attention, particularly in a 
learning or working environment, is on processes, methods, 
applications, and approaches to dealing with persons, places, 
and things" (1982, p. 36). 

This would seem to be exemplified in the CR teacher's description of how 

he uses learning style theory to deal with students as an administrator 

and also as a counsellor. He explained how his strategy of giving students 

choices is usually indicative of their learning styles. Also by "just 

talking" to students, he can "generally ... determine how they think and how 

they could be best aided" (p. 18). 
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In the classroom, he has employed grouping of students according to 

academic ability and/or learning style, as well as station work and a 

multi-media approach, in an effort to "address the needs of the students 

and the way they learn" (p. 19). 

In regard to the effect on relationships with colleagues, learning 

style theorizing has become a topic of conversation among the staff in 

casual and formal settings, as well as a means of "dealing with colleagues 

as an evaluator or supervisor" (p. 20). Characteristically, however, the CR 

teacher saw a learning styles explanation and approach as just one of 

many approaches to problems that might arise in his dealings with both 

colleagues and students, and education as a whole (p. 21). 
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Discussion 

As an Abstract Sequential researcher, I find interesting the 

comparisons that can be made among the various dominant learning styles 

in their approach to teaching situations, themselves, and to life itself. 

Distinct differences could be delineated in their attitudes toward, and 

handling of, virtually the same situations that face the teacher on a day

to-day basis. For example, in the case of a student exhibiting what might 

be interpreted as problem behaviour of some sort, the CS teacher has 

described how he would not consider the context of the individual 

student's problem, but only deal with the behaviour as it relates to the 

student's behaviour in his classroom. Furthermore, the CS teacher would 

present the student with the choice of five strategies that have proven 

themselves to be effective. He would be quite satisfied to choose one 

strategy, move to another if unsuccessful, but to end the incident by 

choosing one and following it to its logical conclusion. 

The AR teacher, in contrast, would look at the student as part of a 

larger whole, and problem-solve on the basis of what would be beneficial 

for all parties involved, as part of the whole interaction. Dealing with the 

situation at hand would not see an end to its resolution, but she would 

carry with her for some time, concerns about the decision, how it affected 

all parties, etc. 

The CR teacher would be able to "tune in" very rapidly to the nature 

of the problem and almost instantly arrive at a multitude of solutions 

from which the student might choose a solution. These would not 

necessarily be part of a standard repertoire of solutions, as in the case of 

the CS teacher, but would be achieved according to the dynamics of the 

particular situation. 
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The AS teacher would only become involved in dealing with the 

student's need if approached directly and her help requested. Her approach 

would include listening to the nature of the student's problem, reference 

to various sources, such as social service agencies, human relations 

approaches, her own counselling experience, and the like. She would 

typically feel some feeling of unsettledness regarding whether the 

situation had been handled efficiently and correctly in terms of seeing all 

the sides, and she would usually initiate follow-up to determine whether 

the problem had been solved or whether the advice had been satisfactory. 

Sometimes later reflection would reveal additional solutions that would 

be shared also at that time. 

Similarly, in regard to the very process of trying to analyze each 

subject's learning style, the Abstract Sequential was the one who 

initiated the project, the Concrete Sequential followed the sequence of 

Gregorc's descriptions, complete with examples for each feature, the 

Abstract Random almost defied categorization, and the Concrete Random 

approached the process in his own way, starting at the end. 

The teacher of each dominant learning style also seemed to have a 

different attitude toward the usefulness and applicability of the research. 

As the researcher myself, of course, I have found the categorization of the 

subjects and their fit with Gregorc's descriptions to be simply fascinating 

and I have made "learning style" the subject of many of my conversations, 

both personal and professional. For me, it has literally become a language 

with which to communicate, has profoundly affected my level of self

understanding and self-acceptance, and my level of tolerance and 

acceptance of others. 
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In contrast, the CS teacher simply found it an interesting academic 

exercise that did not affect his teaching style, feelings about himself, or 

his relationships with others in any appreciable way. The CR teacher had 

found some applicability for the process in his personal and professional 

lives, employing a learning styles approach in his dealings with 

problematic situations in the classroom, and in counselling and 

administrative interactions with students and colleagues, but only as one 

part of his response capabilities. The AR teacher, on the other hand, 

seemed to absorb the process and its enlightenment into her total being-

it became connected to other learning that formed a kind of theme or 

concept assimilated during the semester. She expected that as a part of 

her total experience, understanding of learning style would affect all her 

future interactions. 

Interestingly, however, the analysis process itself was found to be 

at least somewhat positive for each subject. Each teacher admitted to 

having gained in the aspect of self-affirmation or self-confirmation, 

which had something of a positive effect on self-esteem, although the 

realization of such an effect was felt most by the AR and AS teachers. 

For the Concrete teachers, both male, the learning style analysiS seemed 

to be regarded as a finite entity of some sort that could be utilized, 

viewed, or "left on the shelf," according to their determination. In 

contrast, the Abstract teachers, both female, seemed to experience the 

analysis proces,s with their whole being, absorbing it almost as a kind of 

sensation and allowing it to flow through them and throughout their lives. 
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Among other patterns of note was the fact that for all the subjects, 

the Abstract Random learning style was either the dominant or flexed 

style, which I found intriguing in view of the fact that AR would be a polar 

opposite to CS, for example. It would seem that the configuration of 

learning styles among the possible "relative purposes" (Butler, 1984) can 

take any form, however individual, with up to 360 possible combinations 

(information I obtained from a math professor), precluding the necessity 

for "everyone in the world to be slotted into one of only four categories," 

an exp!essed concern of the AR teacherl In addition, for all except the 

Dominant Abstract Sequential, the Abstract Sequential learning style was 

utilized least easily and least frequently, that is, as either coping or 

resisting styles, which is particularly interesting in an educational study. 

That is, for all the teacher subjects except one, "booklearning" was found 

to be a relative weakness and one might therefore begin to question 

whether traditional types of educational practices are the most effective 

means of teaching. 

In regard to the actual carrying out of the research itself, I found 

that during the initial process of determining dominant, flexed, adapted, 

coping, resisting, or masked styles, Gregorc's Style Delineator (1982) was 

only minimally efficient. Frequently, the numbers obtained in each 

learning style, which would logically indicate the relative strength of 

each channel, did not correspond with the final configuration which was 

determined from the interviews. The second means of delinea,tion that 

was utilized were Butler's questions (1984), and these were found to be 

more helpful than the Delineator, but again, the interview (in which 

corresponding educational experiences were matched to Gregorc's 

descriptions [1982]) was found to be most definitive. 
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Conclusion 

To conclude, I found that the learning style analysis process was 

both interesting and useful for each participant. Problematic in terms of 

extensive use of the process as it was carried out in this study, however, 

would be the length of time required as well as the unwieldiness of the 

one-to-one interview format. Nevertheless, the process might be one that 

could be utilized effectively in a workshop, in-service, or formal course 

presentation even using the same methodology. That is, after an 

introductory lecture regarding learning styles and their possible uses as 

relative strengths, Gregorc's Style Delineator (1982) could be 

administered to a large group, followed by a small group discussion of 

Butler's (1984) questions to try to refine individual decisions regarding 

relative strengths of learning styles. Reading of Gregorc's long 

descriptions of the Style Characteristics of each learning style should 

then be accompanied by each subject doing autobiographical writings of 

educational incidents or relationships that would pertain to the various 

characteristics. These could be shared in classroom presentations and 

discussion. 

Ideally, future research would address itself to a more streamlined, 

but accurate, process of determining relative stylistic strengths for both 

students and teachers. However, I believe that learning style analysis is 

of such extreme importance that it should not be treated frivolously nor 

superficially and that any attempt at a shortened version of analysis must 

stress self-understanding as well as its applicability to real-life 

situations. 
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One major shortcoming of learning style analysis might be further 

entrenchment of inflexibility, which is characteristic of certain styles. 

That is, as noted earlier, researchers in learning styles advocate adapting 

teaching style -to meet learners' needs and several excellent articles have 

been written recently on the subject of the implications of learning style 

for curriculum and instruction in various educational settings (Ast, 1988; 

Sweeney, 1988; Soroko, 1988). However, since only certain styles excel 

at such accommodating behavior, I wonder how realistic are such 

recommendations. I suspect that the most reasonable answer to the 

problem might be to try to match the learning styles of teachers with 

students. I know that this already occurs informally by both 

administrators and parents in placing students with certain teachers, 

although probably without awareness of a learning style rationale and 

without using these labels. When those inevitable "personality clashes" 

between teacher and student occur, I would hope that understanding of 

learning styles as value neutral would foster greater acceptance of 

solutions such as changing student placements, without teachers' self

esteem suffering. While educators might complain that funding is not 

available to match the learning styles of teachers with the learning styles 

of students, I submit that "an ounce of prevention" in this way might avert 

all manner of discipline problems, "learning disabilities," school phobias, 

and school failures. If a pilot project of some sort is desired, perhaps a 

specific population, such as a special needs school might be used as a site 

for experimentation on a small scale. While teachers of certain learning 

styles might not find it "natural" to provide varied learning experiences to 

meet their students' stylistic needs, there are undoubtedly students who 

would thrive under their teaching style. 
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In summation, I contend that greater awareness of learning style theory 

and application can only serve to increase the degree of self-actualization 

for both teachers and students, and ultimately the productive capabilities 

and enhancement of life experiences for all. I would echo Butler's (1986, 

p. 3) call for increased understanding and appreciation of "diversity in 

mental gifts, learning preferences, and personal expression"--in both 

students and teachers. 
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APPENDIX A: 
Butler's Questions 

I\bstract Sequential Channel 

*/)0 you love argumt~ntive debates? 
if, Do you prefer to rio d library report than invent 
a product? 

*Do you scan the bestseller list with 
anticipation? 

*00 you regret having too little time to read? 
*00 you treat yourself to a book whenever you 
can justify the time - bedtime, traveling, 
sicktirne? 

*00 you find that you never pass a bookstore 
without stopping and purchasing? 

*00 you head to your papers, desk, library, or 
latest journal as a rna tter of course? 

*00 you love the world of ideas, research, 
analysis, and ev al uation? 

*00 you gravitate toward documentaries? 
*00 you consider yourself a thinker? researcher? 
idea specialist? 

*Are you driven by the need to use your 
intellectual powers in search for knowledge and 
truth, and to refine our understanding of the 
rational, logical wor ld? 

*Do others see you as intellectual, analytical, 
eval uati ve, cri tical? 
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Concrete Sequential Channel 

""Are you naturully ordered emu organized in C\ 

conventionally recognized way? 
*Do you judge value according tv practicality? 
*Are you more concerned with getting the job 
done than with how you or others feel about the 
job? 

*15 time and efficiency of primary importance to 
you? 

*00 you feel you have met the challenge of the 
day when you have something done to show for 
your time and energy? 

*Are you task oriented? 
*Do you seek directions because you want to do 
the work correctly? 

*Do you relax by puttering, straightening out, 
fixing this and that? 

*\Vould you rather be doing something physically 
active or hands-on? 

*00 you take things as they are rather than 
considering alternati ve way s of ev aluat ing? 

*Do people praise your reliab iIi t y, stead iness, 
dependabilit y, ef f icienc)" exact ness, accurac y, 
thoroughness? 
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Abstract Random Channel 

*Are you driven by your emotions? feeling')? 
*Are relationships more important to you than 
accomplishmen t 5? 

*00 your moments of gr~atest fulfillment occur 
through relationships, self-understanding, 
self -healing, emot ional release? 

'11-00 you find your emotions can easily control 
you? 

*00 you avoid competition? 

Concrete Random Channel 

*Are you driven by the need to think, envision, 
and do what has not been done before? 

*Are your naturaJ responses unusual in Jight of 
other's responses? 

*00 others find your points of view unusual? 
*00 you gravitate to the unknown, the new 
experience, the unusual approach, the 
possibiJi ties? 

*Is frequen t change appealing to you? 
*Given circumstances tha t are important to you, 
do you usualJy need to find several equaJly 
acceptable ways of seeing tha t si tuation? 

*00 you find yourself "seeing the picture" 
differently from most of your colleagues? 
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APPENDIX B: 
Style Delineators (Matrix Forms) 

DOMINANT ABSTRACT SEQUENTIAL 

'VOHD IvIA 11{IX 

0- 0/ W 0" Q a. h. c. d. 

OJ [1J [I] IT] 
II 

-
[±J ~ 

nhj~'Cli\"(: ' ... ·nl'cliolli,1 ,,,lid practical . careful 
with detail . 

h. [IJ [l] [IJ W Q [ill 
("'alualin' ,,·~·ard. <jualih' r;ltiftnal id .. ;., 

[±J [I] Q [i] [i] GlJ 
s(:l1siliQ' (·"Ionul 11011 li",·!.- aware 

judgllll'nlal 

d. [2J W [1J [±J ~ G1J 
il1luili\"l: ri,k·lah·r insighlful , ... ·,.'"·pli\"(· creati ... · 

a. [IJ [I] [i] [1J IT] 0J 
Ihomugh r('ali,lic orden'" p,·"i,II-III prod 11("\ 

oriell t("(1 

h. [1J 0 0 ~ 0 GIJ 
logical rderel1lial prlM.f ;,"al\'lic:l1 judg(' 

r. [IJ W [] [] [I] [IiJ 
spontam:om ('rnpalhy attuned ac~lhclic IX' "on 

oriented 

d. ITJ [0 ITJ [JJ CD ~IJ ~ 
~ 

Imuhlt· inl1(l\'alivc I11l1lti· (·\' ... ·rill1cnl ing practical ~~ ~J. ~ {-~ shooter <;"Iuliom dreall1l'r '\." ,,\. ~ ~ ~';'. \\~ l~ 

!,';,~~~. ,,[ ll-~ lillliJ ~j : 
CS AS An. en 
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DOMINANT CONCRETE SEQUENTIAL 

\V01{0 JVIA'THIX 

0"- ~ W 0 Q- a, h. c. d. 

@] W [IJ CO ~ ill] 
ohjt·(:ti\"l' IK'rfedionist s"lid practical cardlll 

witlt delail 

h. W W IT] ~ 0 ~ 
l·"alt."ti"c· "'search '1ualih' ratiollal idea, 

c. OJ [IJ [±J W OJ lliJ 
St'lisit iq' col"rful 11011 Ii "l·1.- aware 

jud/.:lI1ent;11 

d, GJ [1J W [i] GJ [ill 
illtlliti\'l' ri,k-takl'r insiJ:htful p'·n'·pti" .. ('r("ati\'(, 

a, [i] OJ OJ IT] [JJ [l] 
tllIIrnllJ:h rl'alisti(' ",,\erl'(\ P" r\ i, tell t prod\lct 

"ril'lItl~1 

h, IT] W W IT] 0 [ill 
lu!-:ical rdcrcntial proof analytical illtl!.:l' 

r. [] [IJ GJ GJ W lliJ 
spontam_'OIl~ cmpathy attunl-d at><;thctic I)(:~"n 

oriented 

d, [1J " ~ [I] 0 [±] ~ 
trouhle inno\'ative multi- npcrimentin!.: practical ~ '~ ~ .~ 
shooter solutions dreamer vJ ~~ >--~ ~ 

~ ~ « c 

~,(,J(~~,~.or ~1J lTIJ ~ [i 
CS AS An en 
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DOMINANT ABSTRACT RANDOM 

WORD MATRIX 

a. h. c. d. 

:I. OJ [(J 
"hj~'<.1i\"C J .... rf~'<.·tiunist solid praetical cardlll 

with dctail 

h. [IJ ~ [i] [JJ W [LQJ 
l"\"alu:ati\'~' rl~:.r<:h (Jllality ratiunal ideas 

l". [I] [1J [3] ~ [iJ ~ 
..... ·nsiti, .... · (~IJurflll lIun liwly ;J"';ln: 

jlld/.:m .. · .. tal 

d. rn ~. [i] @ [IJ [dJ 
intuitive ris!,;·t:.kef in.~i/.:htf III per .. -cpti\"e creative 

I. [[] [JJ CO CD OJ ~ 
tI.orou~h realisti(: nrdcn.-d pcr.;ist<.-.. t product 

oricntl-d 

II. [3J ~ ~ G]. ~ [8 
I,,~ical rdere .. tial proof analytical jud~e 

.. m [3J 5J [i] [±] ~ 
5ponum.·o\l~ empathy attuned aesthetic person 

oricnted 

l. [1J ~ [1] [2J ~ U] 
trouhle r innovative multi- experimenting practical -J- ~t~ ~ .~ 
shooter solutions dreamer ~ ~ # ~~ 

;,:;:~ 0' rffi ~ ~ [}i] 
CS AS- AR CR 
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DOMINANT CONCRETE RANDOM 

'VORD MATRIX 

0- W 0/ '0 W a. h. c. d. 

;I. ~ IT] [1J [lJ - [ZJ ~ 
"hied i \"t. I"'rf <"(·tinnist s"lid pr:ldic:l1 careful 

with detail 

h. G UJ ~ Q [IJ G 
c.°\":.luati\"t.· rex'areh '1, ... lity rational ideas 

('. GJ ~ ~ ~ [i] 0 
~·lIsitiq.· (·"lnrf,,1 non lively a,,"are 

jndl-:l11ental 

d. [i] GJ W W ~ 0 
intuitive risk-taker insil-:htful perceptive creative 

a. W GJ G [i] W ~ 
th"rnul-:h realistie ordered persistent product 

oriented 

h. 0 ~ [JJ [l] ~ G' 
I,,~ical rderential proof analytical judge 

c. CD W GJ ~ GJ ~ 
spontant."(lll' cmpathy attuned aesthetic person 

oriented 

d. [i] G W ~ [JJ G 
trouhle .. inno"ative multi- experimenting practical 

~I <ft\~ q.. .. :>~ ~I' shootcr !iOlutions dreamer 

:h~~'~ of @] Ga ~ ~ 
CS AS AR CR 
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APPENDIX C: 
Gregorc's "Style Characteristics" 

ST'YLE CI-IAI~ACl'EI~ISl'ICS 
OF 

T'lIE DOrvIINANl' CONCI~El'E SEQUEN'fIAL 
INDIVIDUAL 

\VOHLD OF HEALITY -CONCHETE 
Thl' "n'al" wmld for Ihe dOlllillall1 COIl

crl'le Sequ('ntial is Ihe cOIlndl'_ physical, oh
j('clive world_ "\Vhal i~" i.~ Ihat which appI"us 
to and is detectahle Ihroll~h his l'xlramdinan' 
physical Sl.'!lSory ahililies of sighl. sound, lonch. 
tastl.', and smell. 

n('alil~' to the Connl'l(' Seqlll'niial ('ontaim 
solid pl.'opl(', actllal pla('('s, and real Ihings, lie 
rl.'c('ivl's data frolll and prodllces in thl' concrete 
world as well. This \\'orld is slatic. ohjl'ctin'. 
and predictahle. The CS "iI'\\' of reality is sym
holized in the slall'llll'nt, "Man lIIusl not onl~' 
see everything Ihrollgh hi~ o\\'n ey('s, hut \\'ill 
always he unahle to accept \\'hat he cannot so 
examine." (Marc Ed 11111 11<1 JOI1('S) 

OHDEHING ABI I JTY -SEVlJENTIAI, 
The dOlllinant Concrcll' SI'qlll'nl ial ,·il'WS 

and approaches experienCl's in his wmld of 
reality in an orden'd, seqlll'niial, f('clili,"'ar, 
and one-dimensional malllll'r. lIe expresses clm
cerns ahout "hottom lines," "crossing lines," 
and "deadlines." Evenls arc conccived as heing 
joined in a Sllccc.ssi\'(' allli conti •• llolls "lalll1('r 
like links in a chain, ConSl'qllenlly, he thinks 
hy using a "train of thollghl" which has a clear 
beginning and a clear end_ 

View of Timc 
The dominant Concrete Seqllenlial ,'ie\\'s 

time as consisling of discrete IInils which are 
divided inlo pl'ric;ds of an i"lnll,diall' pasl. 111(' 
prcsent, and an imlllediate fulure. En'nts th;'ll 
will oecur in the future are, to Ihl' CS. predicted 
and anticipated as "nalllr:"" resulls and 
0111 growl hs of pasl a 11(1 prl'sen t {'olld il iom a lid ac
tivities. fie is a firlJl helievcr that the key 10 the 

flllllrl' is ill tht, hands of pfl's('nl Ill'ha\'ior and 
acl iOIlS, 

Thinking I'ro('l.'~ses 
Th(, domina III Connell' Sl'qlll'lIlial's Ihillkill\.! 

prlll'('~q'~ ar!' in~lincti\'('. ml'lllOdicai. and 
delil)('ratl', II.n'illg finely tun('d pO\\'l'rs of till' 
phy~ieal sCllSes. IH' r('gislns ohjl'cts ill I hl' COIII'ITI(' 
world l'xlraordinarik \\'('11. III' disl"fiminal('~ Ill'
h\'(,(,11 alld among sOI"Hls, laslt's, and sllIdb ('x
tf('llll'l~' df('elin'ly. Many also ('xhihil "photo
graphic" 1l1l'IlHln'. The ouler ori('ntation of Ih(, cs 
often rl'slliis in his attrihlliing tilt' ('all,~1' of slIhj("("
Ii\'(' Ihollghls, inilliti\'l.' f1adlt's. alld ft-clin~s 10 ('n
"ironlllental slillluli. In these inslal1l'('s_ Ill' ,\'ollid 
look for external causes of di\'(JrCI', unhappilH'ss. 
joy, ('11', 

'I'll(' (:ollnl'l(' S('qll('nl ial is lIalllrall~' sl rII('

IIII'd alld mes prescrihed forllll"'I(' in Ikaling wilh 
11ll' world. Ill.' can exhihit a hl'althy St'llSe of 
nilicalll('s~ whi('h may hord('r Oil III(' IIltra('on
sen'alive. \Vhen life eXpl'ril'l1('l'S apJl('ar to hl' 
chaolic or fortnitons, he has heen ,known to l.'()('f('l' 
ideas, people, places, or things inlo a logic pat
lern slIilahle to him, 

Consistenll\' stri\'ing for perf('elion, Ihl' Con
crele Seqlll.'ntiai can work with Iht' exactitlldl' of a 
machille and delecl Ih(' most llIinlllt' ddail. flaw. 
alld "aria.ll't' wilh III.caIlIlY prccision, 'I'll(' dClIlli
Ilant CS is ahle to link stlccessivl'ly-conlH't'll'd 
pariS and diYide facts and figllrl's into categories 
and slIhl'all'gori('s, I lis nhilily 10 organizl' logicalh 
prmllll,(,s a linear orgallizalional capacity III'Sln
passed hy any other slyle, 

'I'll!' Conerl'll' S('qlll'lItial is IIslIally nol in
It'r('~ted in ahstract Ihl'CHi('S and will inll'rprel 
words and lahcls "literally," 
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Validation Processes 

Validity, proof, and c1ear-cllt discerllllll'1I1 of 
anything is decided by and through Ihe I'h~ ,ital 
senses. Phrases such as "seeing is bl'lic\·in).!." "I 
heard it myself," and "you can taste the dif
ference," typify the dominant Concrete SC'I"cn
tiars approach to personal determination of lrulh. 
The CS individual has often heen calkd thl' 
classic 'Oollhting Tholllas." 

Val idat ion is also "wde via a III horized and 
credentialed experts who have had an:rcdill'd in· 
struction 1111d training PLUS professional cx
peril'nce and hackground. Man\" Com'rele Sc
(Iuentials place great faith in sl;ccialisls ",ho cx
plain phenomena which arc not pl'rsonally 
physically \"erifiahle. 

Focus or Attcntion 
The dominant Concrete Sl'quential rin'l\ hi\ 

attention to thc objectivc, concrete world alld 
material reality. With his feet planted firlllly on 
the ground, he uses his strong vital inslincts and 
valucs ohjects and cxperiencc-.. which stilllulate 
those instincts. Ill' excels in making, gatlu'rillg. 
appropriating, controlling, nallling, labeling, and 
owning objects of value amI bcauty in his cn
vironment. Such ohjects can he pcrsons, places. 

amI things. 

"Crcativity 
Thc dominant Concrete Sequential is not 

creativc in terms or invention or originality. Ill' is, 
however, a crcative producer in two ways: he can 
producc a concrclc product or a prototype frolll 
someonc else's idea, and he can dllplicate a pro
duet already in cxistC'nce, His products are 011('11 

tech nologicall y hased. 

His desire for perfection aids hilll in re-cr('at
ing ami refining a prodllct, acth'ily, or procl'dllrl' 
to make it Illore l'IIicit'nt, (·IIccti\c. :llId 
cconomical than the original. t-.letaphoric:llh· 
spcaking, the Concretc Sequential has thc ahilih' 
to producc a heautiful diamond frolll a rOllgh, 1111-

polished stone. 

CS crcativity is also cvident in hi~ organiza

tional ahilities ",hich can he used til align ac

tivities for Illaxilllllill effect. 

Approach 10 Ch:lIlge 

'1'11(' (:oncrt'!e S('qllcntial c:ln hc aon.'rse to 
chall),!e. llein~ natllral'" seqllential and strllcllm,d 
ill hi~ Ihinkillg. hl' can find it extrcillek difficlllt 
III hreak a hahil or an existing pattern -of opera
lion. Ill' can al.~o find difficulty in opposing tradi
t illn. 

If a prcwnl pattern is working and "paying 
orr," hl' m;I\' he 'lI\pect of sOlllcthinJ.: "new" 
which i~ \pl'clilali\'(~, untried, experimcntal, and 
1101 ~ '" OOgllaranlt'l'd" to work. This reillctance to 
challge IlIa~' he \it'wcd as wcakness or stlibhorn
ncss. Ilo\\l'\cr. it may wcll he an olltward sign of 
slahilil~' IInlil till' new iuea or proccdure proves 
itself 10 his satisfaction. 

The CS-orit'ntcd individllal is gencrally not 
ca'il~ adaptahle til ncw conditiollS or cn
\·irllnnl('nt~. This Illcans that change COIIH'S in 
slll\\ . delihcrate, illcrelllental steps. I It- needs to 
he ahle to predict evellt.~ and, if possihle, playa 
rolc in I hei r de\'cl0plTlent and outcome. 

Approach to Life 
TIll' dOlllillant (:OIl<'rl'l(' S('qll('ntial i~ a r('ali~1 

who i~ practical alld predictahle. Ill' is the "Hock 
of Gibraltar" alld a stabili7.illg, cOllScrvativc in
fllI('nt'(· in crisis silll;lIiom. Cool, callll :lnd col
In'ted, palielll alld hardworking, the CS ap
proaches his lile's goals and ohjectives with 
cardlll, preei~e. stcady pacin~. Ill' is a responsihle 
and depclldahle illdividllal who will firmly ahide 
hy Ihc la\\'~, IIHH('S, !'Ihies, alld trauitions inhcrent 
in his cnvironl1lellt. "is loyalty, tenacity, cn
dllrallcc. and slrcllgth arc evident whcn thc "go
illg ).!eh tOllgh." 

Sin('(' III' i~ (Ollnt'le in his view alld pl'ffec
tioll-oricnlt·d in hi~ aetiom, the dOl1linant COIl
("fell' <:;"(l1l1'lIli:1I ("IH'f'I~ 10 rt:('('iv(' sOIII!'Ihing 
laiwilll" lor !tis I iIIif', dloll, hard work alld 
u,,"ltill).! prodllct. III' Ihndon' allticipates a 
rc\\ard (gradc~. nlolH'Y) or rcco~lIiti()1l (status, 
prolliolioll) or a compliment, "Ihallk \'CHI" or sOllie 
Iyp!' of \l'Ih:.I :Ipl'reciation for a joh that he COII
sidns dOlle well. 

EII\irolllll('III:11 l'rden'lIn' 
The COIICI('''' Sl"lIlclllial prel('r~ alld \\ill scck 
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a quiet, ordered, predictahle ancl ~tahle l'll\'iron
ment. I 1(' \\'ant~ ohject~ in his l'll\'ironlllent to hI' 
functionally-dept'mlahle ancl, aho\'e all, practical. 
An unsanitary_ unordered el1\'ironlllent can "ir
tuall~' --dri\'e him lip tht' wall ," 

The Concrete Seqllential \\'ant~ and nl'l'd~ to 
know what i~ expected of him and ha\'e ~peci£ic 
directiom hefore he will proceed to hegin am' 
a~~iJ,!nt·d ta~k. Thi~ need does not ri~t' from a;1 ('J,!O 
deficienc~', neecssarily, hut lllorC often frolll his 
dl'~irl' to do a joh correctly and/or learn hy illl
itlllin!! the hdwvior of an expert, 

\Vith a low tolerllnct' for distraction, the 
Concn'te Sequential functions hest when the l'n
"ironment i~ rdatively free of pcriphernl sound 
and activity. In ,IllY work environlllent, the CS 
individulli will expect Iii<; fello", l'lIlployc('s to 1)(' 
dedicated, loyal, task-oriented and producti\'e, 
The <JualitatiVl' alld quantitati\'e standards he ~l'ts 
for himself and other~ an' often extrelllely high. 

Use of Lan~uage 
Since thl' Concrt'fe Sequential deals with 

physical ohject~, he uses words as literal lahels 
and names to deserihe what he physically and 
Illllterially experiences as relliity in the ohjecti\'e 
world, Practical and comervativl', the CS uws 
words that art' neat, clean, concise, and to the 
point. lie prides himself nn hdng succinct, 
logical, and exact. lie shun~ "flowery language," 
complex sentence~, and "two-dollar wonls" 
which, according to him, confuse hoth tht' issue 
lind the lisll'lIer, lie helieves that acadl'lIlic, 
poetic, and esoteric word~ cloud the ahility of 
people to see that the answer is "as clear a~ the 
nose on your face." 

U~ually cautiom and diplomatic in l'x(ln'ssing 
himself, the Concrl'tl' Seqllential can al~o ht' qllite 
arhitrary and dictatorial in l'x(lrl',~~inJ,! his opiniollS 
and in gi\'inJ,! directiollS to others, i\s a discipli
narian, he can he a "hard nosed" indi\'idllal, 

Primary Evaluativc 'Vonl 
Tht' word "J,!ood" is u~('d hy IJI(' (:olH'r!'l(' S('

quential to indicatl' a top.Il'\'('1 perforlllam'(' 

21 

Major Illtolcran('e~ 
In gellerai. the dtllllillalll Connt'l(' S('(I'lt'nILd 

dislikl's: 
(lh~'si('al and ('Il\'irolllllt'lllal c'olHlilioll' \\ hi('h 
art' llol C'Oll\('llliollalh C'(ll 11'1'1. 
illdi,'iduals ",ho art' flagrant ,'iolalors 01 
nnrlll~, 

hrokl'n prollliq'" and ","rpri,l's." 

Pl'Ople ",ho pro('raslillalt', 
di'(,II~\ions \\hieh apJlc'ar loll\' "al'adl'lIli(''' 
rather than do","-Io·('arlh. alld 

illdi,idllals \\ 110 ;lr(' "100 ('lIlolio,,;.!" ill IllI'ir 
deei,iollllla kill!!, 

Nc~ati\'e Charactcristi('s 
Nl'gatin' CS Ill'ha\'ior 111;1\ Illallif('sl ilst'11 as 
follmn: 

illflt'xihility alld rigidih, 
('\el's~i\'(' crilicislll alld skepticislll ("'('11 thollgh 
thl'\' thelllscin's dislik(' IwillJ,! criticiz('d_ 
viewillg p('opll' as "ohjects" to 1)(' ('(1111 roll('d 
a lid o\\' ned, 
add iet iOIl to rOll t i 11(' a lid ordn, 
smC'eplibility to alllo('falic and doglllatic 1)('li," 
systelll.~. 

l'ntrl'llched Illatnialislll ('ollplt-d ",ilh 1"1\\ ill
inglH's~ to gi'" ('red"Il('(' to all ill\'i,ibl(, world_ 
lack of s~'lllpalhy alld ('olllpa"ioll, 
all IIllfOlgi\'illg, grlldgc'.llOldillg tc'IIIIH'ralll('Il1 
accolllpallied by all nplosivl' align alld 
a sl'lf-rightt'ollS attitlHIt', 

Observahle Trait~ 
In gellcral, the follo\\'illg trail" Illay 1)(' ohsc'f\'l'd: 

COllcrete Seqllclltial illdividllals are habitual. 
Beds are :llwa\'<; lIlack upon risillg, IlIllllcdialely 
after dirllH'r, the tabl(, i~ elt-an,d aud Ihc' dislH's 
nrc ",a~hcd. dried. alld put hack Oil tht' slH'hc' 
The\' (lri,l' nlollg til(' ~allll' route to work e\'('n' 
lIlornill~ alld tlH'ir da\' is lilll(' alld la,k·ori('lllt'd. 
Alth(lllgh IIH'q' rOlllilH'~ lila\, aplH'ar "oori,h 10 
others, tht' CS i~ qllill' ('omillcl'd ami satisfied 
that his way,s will work, han· worked, alld \\ ill 
work for ollH'r~ if Oil,," Ih,,\' wOIlIt! "'(T III(' lighl" 
alld do thillg~ lilt, righl \\ a\', 

COllnt'll' Sequl'lltials lISual", ~('(' thillgs ill 
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terms of being either black or white. Thi~ trait i~ 

often irritating to others who are unaware that 
this attitude is a sign of the CS'crs discriminating 
ability. Anything in hetwel'n till' t\\O cxtrcnH'~ i~ 

generally too fuzzy or amorphollS for the Concrete 
Sequential to hase a "alue dccision upon. Conse
CJuently he will IIsually answcr a qucstion or offer 
&tn opinion of "yes/no. right/wrong. tastes 
good/t&tste ... had. or .sounds glllld/~()ullds had." 

Concrete St'CJuentials choosc their wardrohe 
with particular care and cconOIll\·. They arc 
drawn to three-piece l>IIsincss sllit~ alld 
monochrolllatic outfits. A CS wOllld not think of 
wearing mismatched plaids. flash\' colors. or be
ing seen in unconventional or untraditional 
clothing. The)' can ht' fusshudgt'ls when it COIIIl'S 
to neatness, wrinkle-free slIits. the correct hairdo, 
perfect make-up, and spit-shined shoes. 

Concrete Seqllentials seldom lose anything. 
They know where evt'rything has becn put and is 
located. If you lose or misplace sOlllething, a~k 
them and they will tell YOII immcdiately where it 
is or where they have put it. 

If you invite a Concrete Sequ!'ntial to a 
meeting or dinner party, you can be sure that he 
will attend and arrive on time or have a proper 
excuse_ Meeting obligatiollS alld tillle CO/ll
mitments arc as sacred to the CS as his hallk 
deposits and up-to-date checkbook. 

The presents that a Concrete Sequential gives 
to others will be practical. They like to give and 
receive cash or gift certificatl's, potted plants, 
toasters, lawnrnowers, etc. Cifts such as short
lived cut flowers, a hook of poems. or satin sheets 

are considered frivolous. 

Concrete Sequl'ntials lIIark special occasions 
such as oirthda\'s, anniversarics and holidays hy 
sending cards a~d gifts. They also send get-w(·11 
cards. Thcy do not, as a rule, send surprise gifts 
or "just-thinking-of-you'- cards Oil Ilon-UCCaSilll15. 

22 

A COllcrete Sequential parent is a Iming, hut 
true disciplinarian. Homework is to he taken 
seriollSly and done each night (preferahl~' beforc 
dinller alld ddillitcl~' heforc teie'vision \\'atchilll.':). 
And. the teacher is always right! Household dutic 
arc delegated with a roster and time schedule 
tared to tht' rcfrigf'rator door. Thank you letter~ 
for gifts from grandparents and relatives mu~t Iw 
writtcn and in the mail within t",enh'-four "our~ 
after receipt. And. the CS will dellland thaI there 
will hc no public displays of affection between 
Iheir children and their dates within SOO feet of 
t he house. 

Concretc Sequcntials rarely gi\'c COIll
plimcnts. They cxpect a good performancc. a joh 
well donc, a Ileat appearance in others, and a 
smooth-running environment. Approval is 
generally silent and they operate tinder the max
imum of "No news is good news." The CS is not 
reticient, howcver, to clearly show disapproval. 

A desk or office hclongi ng to a COliC rete St'
qucnti;J1 will not he messy or disorganized. Pencib 
arc sharpened, file trays empty, desk drawers 
neatly divided with lIIelal inserts, and a IIH'III0 
p;Jd sits sqllarely hy the telephone. Office_ fur
nitllre is streamlined, comfortahle. and efficient. 
If tlH'rc an' any plallls in the officI' Ihey will most 
likely he pla~tic IH'callSe the CS is not kllown for 
his "green thumh." 

A Concrete Sequential gucst in your home 
, can often slllell fi~h in the air ada\' aftcr \'OU had 
it for dilllln. a kitty litter hox ill the ha~elllellt, 
and tell YOII the nallle of the perfume or after
share YOII arc wearing. f'.lany CS'ers can taste the 
hay leaf ill ~'ollr stew, the dash of Tahasco in his 
Bloody f'.lary, and Ilame the year of the willl' 

SCT\cd with dinllcr. 

http://ba.se
http://exeu.se
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STYIJ~ CIIAHACTERIS'TICS 
OF 

TI-IE DOMINANT ABSTRACT SEQUENTIAL 
INI)IVII)UAL 

\VOHLD OF HEALITY -ABSTHACT 
'1'111' "real" \\'orld for the dllillillalil 

Ahstract S('qllential is tl\(' ahslrad 1I0llphni('al 
world of thollghts and fIIelital ('lIlbtriltli'lI1\ 
Ikality COllsists of words alld ~igl\S \\ hieh ('lIf· 
respond to alld r('-pr('s(,lIt ('(1\\('[1'1,· rt'alit\ It 
.a1so ('olltaills COI\('('pts (hroad 1III'II1al I'il"lllf(") 
sllch as jllstice and peac(' which g(,l\("ralill' 
heyond sillgle cOllcn'1t- ohj,'cls alld lorlll a \('af· 
foldillg for a wid(, world \'il'\\', 

The Ahstract Seqll('ntial Hq's ill a 1I1l'IItai 
world and recei\'es and prodllc('s dala in Ihi' 
metaphysical, allst ract world. Th is world i, 
captmed in the ('xpr('ssion, "A~ I Ihillk, ~CI I 

am. 

ORDERING ABILITY-SEQUENTIAL 
TIII~ dOlllillall1 Ahslral'l SI'qlll'lIlial\ ofdl'r· 

ing pattern is seqllelliial and ('all hI' repres(,III('d 
in two-dimensional geomclry. lie orders in a 
tree-like manner starting with a COlllfllon core 
and hranching into parts dcri\'l'" f rOIll t h(' 
hase. lIe also views the world ill cllr\'ilill"ar 
forms throllgh arch and eirell's ('omistillg of 
parts which arc "welded" to make a whol(,. 
From these "welds" and hrancl\('s, Ih(, AS 
draws correlations, predicts lIext steps, alld ill

volves himself in their scope and seqllence. 

View of Time 
The dominant Ahstract Seqllential \iews time 

in terms of the present, an historical past, and a 

long-range projected future. Scope alld seqllence 
arc his concerns. Flltllre ev('nts ar(' proj(,('(,d and 
pre<iicte() hy using history a,s a flllllldatioll alld 
hUilding in standard arithmetic and geon\('1 ric 
progression contingencies. 

In essence, the Ahstract S('qll('nlial S('('S 

nll\\' a, a S\'lItlH'sized r('slIlt of Ihe past. Tomor
fO\\' \\ ill rdkC'l t()da~' pillS the cllnllllali\'e past 
pillS 1111' dll'('1\ IIf If('ll<ls, 

T h ink in g I'roCl'sses 

'1'111' Ihillkillg pro('('SSt'S IIf the domillant 
Aj"lral'l S('qlll'lIlial an' has('clilli illlf'II('('1 and Ihl' 
la\\'s III logil'. JI\(lglIlI'lIls art' has('d lI(1on crit(,ria 
\\hit'h art' a('('('ptahlc to tradilion. scielltific COII

\'('lltiOIl. alld/or Ih(, illt(,II('('llIal atlllosphen' of Ihe 
prt''''1I1 lillll' or al'ad('llIil' ('Olllllllillily, The AS ('ar
ril's "llll'lItal Illairicl's" or "inlellectllal formllla(''' 
to IIS(' ill his allalysis of exp('ri(,I1(,('s. 

1I,illg his allal~,ti('al facilitil's, th(' Ahstract S('
'IIIt'lItial 1I11'IItall\' olltlill('~, correlat('s, compan's. 
alld t'alt-goriz('s data in a manll('r IIl1slIrpassed hy 
all\' ot hl'r sl\'l", Bl'callS!' his Ihinking processes an' 
ofli'li Illlid. a!'li\I'. alld 'Illil'k, hI' ('all app('ar 10 

1)(' tlighl~' alld ill a (,Ollslalll slalt' of IIl1organiz('(/ 
flm:, A ddillil(' lipping to the latter, however, 
lIla\' Ill' dll(, 10 an ('xlreml' n('n'OIlS sensitivity, 
SlIl'h I)('ha\'illr i.s I'hara!'l('riz(,d in Ih(' "ahsent
Illilld(,d prttl('\sor" illlagt', 

Capahl(' of introspection hascd on the scien
tific raliollah', III!' logical Ahstract Seqllential will 
oft ('II dIlH)\(' 1I0t to in\'('sligall' or p"rSlle the more 
sllhj(,ctin' [('allll, that his Ahslract Handom 

cOllnterpart sl'll'cts, This preference stems from 
the hl'lil'f that that which dol'S not fit his logic 
systelll or vi('\\' of reality is considereo paranormal 
and can h(' dismissed as irrational. 

If free from emotional attachment, bias, and 
pn'jlldic(', tht, /\hslract S('qll('ntial can oetach 
hilll~t'll frolll 1111' issllC he is ('xalllining and 
carl'fllll~' res(,arch and weigh valllcs, facts, and 
rlllml'rieal data that demand balance, The think
illg (HO('('Sq'S of tl\(, dominanl AS permit him to 
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excel in working with lIlodels. Illatrin's and 
hypothews, Iladng an acadl'lIlic-tqw lIlind. the 
AS takes his sllhjlTt nlatll'r disciplinl' wriollsh and 
knows it thorollghl~', Ili~ 1III<'I'n~cioll' thir,t for 
kll()\de<igl' call lIlakt, this illdi\idllal tIlt, "t'lt'rllal 
stlldl;nt. " 

\'alidation Prm.'css 
Trllth or \'alitlity. goodlt'\'il, righll\\follg, 

rcallrllireal, frielld/t'IIl'III), an' jlltlg('(1 throllgh the 
lise of the Ahstract St'qlll'lItial's pl'r\llll;d illtelkc
tllal forlllllLw, tllrollgh logic. alld thnllll.!h a '('il'lI
tilie'ysll'lIl of ('xlH'rillJ('lItal PI'II('(,dllll'S alld 
eontrols, 

The Ahstract Seqllential will also accept 
"truths" frolll the olltside IF the IHIr\'eyor is 
properly- ami appropriately-credcntialed, is known 
for his rigorolls and cxhausti\'e research tcchlliqllcs 
and scholarship, has IItilized con\'cntionally
accepll~d lIleallS of verifyillJ,!; data, alld works within 
the houllds of propriety, i.c" he docs not hecollle 
spcclliative. 

Foclls of Attention 
The dOlllillallt Ahstract SI'qlll'lItial's foclls of 

attention is andlorctl ill the field of knowlcdg(', 
particlliarly knowledge that is concerncd with 
matcrialistic matters, Ilc appropriatcs ohjects 
which contain kllowledge (hooks, tapes, Illanll
scripts) and which sYlIlholizc knowledge (infillen
tial friends, degrees, awards, cte.). Ill' helie\'(~s 
that "knowlcdge is powcr" and IIses that attitllde 
in his rational approach to decisionmaking, Ill' is 
willing to gather proven "knowledgc for the sake 
of knmvlcdgc" hccallse hc accepts material con
stancy and the fact that his type of thinking re
qllires 'pushhutton" data, 

The Abstract Sequcntial needs to he conver
sant with facts and will usually surround himself 
with massive docllmentation which he will refer 
to ami citc in order to,makc a poillt. The AS of
fice or home will IIsllally have a voillminolls 
lihrary that hc vicws with pride. 

Creativity 
The creativity of the Ahstract Seqllential 

reveals itself through his identifying ncw facts, 
thoughts, or new concepts hased upon his ahility 
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to sYlltllt'sizc, analyze. alld corrclatc disparate em
pirical matcriak 'I'll(' AS is a master s\'nthcsizer 
and eelect ic w hn COlli hi nes t he works of ot hers 
and nlt-nd, their work h\' anah-zing thl'm or ad
dillg \llIlIl'Ihillg to tlwlI1, Ilis crcaliollS manifest 
tlrl'III\(''''l'' Ilrrollgh a proccss of inventive synthesis 
rathn Ilran throllgh diq'()\'('rv, 

The prodlll'l of tIll' Ahstract Seqllential adds 
tn pa\1 worb h~' illCrt'lI11'lIls, J Ie is careflll to con
filll' hilllS('1f to till' rang!' of the material he is 
\\orkill!! \\ilh, Alld. Ill' do(', lIot o\'!'rsll'p the 
hOllndari('\ or "go Il('~'olld the data," 

TIll' .\hstral'l S('qll('lItial's intellectual ahility 
permits him Ilot ollly to cOlJ('eptllalize and to 
dl'\'elop h\'(lIlllll'\l's and theories hut, often, to 
produce working models hased IIpon carcfully
controlled l'xperillll'lItalion. The AS is usually able 
to transmit his knowledge and ideas graphically 
through tire spoken and/or ",ritlt'n word. 

Approach to Change 
The dominant Ahstract Scquential is not 

advcrsc to change, hilt he is notoriolls for his "yes
hilts," The AS can slIff('r fmm the inahility to 
take a definite positioll, I Ie, more than any other 
style orientation, sl'emingly prefers to "sit on the 
fencl'," I Ie carefllily \\'('iJ,!;hs all data, debates, and 
argiles illtelligcntly \\'ith himself and others, and 
of tell f('maills "on the I('II('I~" IOllg aftcr the pro
verhial "cows have COIllC horne," 

Change for the Ahstract Sequcntial comes 
slowly and with much cross-checking and deliher
ation, !lis need for halance is what prompts him 
to considcr hoth sides of any qllestion or issue and 
logically constrllct mentally hoth the scope and se
qllence of either. If, however, the AS feels that he 
has the IIltimate Truth, he, like his Concrete Se
qllential cOllntcrpart, lIIay not he open to an\' 
hint or sllggestion of change. 

Approach to Life 
The dominant Abstract Seqllential is a seriolls 

and dl'lerlllined realist who views the world 
<If1HIIHI Irim with microscopic vision, Ill' is 
naillrally illlpell('d to IIq' reason alld logic to 
describe and explain thillgs that occur in his 
e\'cryda\' life, Viewing cmotional displays as heing 
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irratiollal al liJllt" alld IItll lilliJJ!.! or proper ill
tellectllal b{'ha\'ior, Ihe AS JIIay out\\ardl\- aplH'ar 
cold and aloof. III rt'alil~', Ihi' cli,iJllt'rt',t('(1 al
litudt' Jllay \\'('11 II(' a Jlla,k, TIlt' :\I"trat'l St'tplt'JI' 
lial's l'lIlOliOJI' l'all Ill' \ tT\' illtt'II'!'. a, ,tlrJ iJlg a, 
his thollghh aJld as dl'('p as thl' ah,tra('t 
kno\\'ll'dg(' IH' ,tlulit", Iii, ('lIlOtiollal attitllclt, ('all 
III' a" gillbal alld a' dillu'!' a, till' l'OJH'I'ph alld 
Iheori('s with \\ hidl lit' is pr('t)(,(,ll(lit,d, 

The Ahslral'l S('qlH'lItial {'all, as a n"lril, 
sense JlHIrt' IhaJl aJIY IIlher iJldi\'idJlal th(, IIIl'aJliJlg 
of diffl'n'JI('('S aJld IllIalllTS aJld ('all spt'lld thl' IIla
jorily 01 hi .. lifl' stlrtillg tlllt till' IIlaJl~' \arit,d alld 
c:onflil'lillg Ihollghts alllll'lIlt1titlilS lit' ('IICtlllllt('r" 
II is Ihis pn'()l'l'lIpatioll \\ith thl' logi,li(" IIf \\'hat 
he l'IJ(.'OIlIlIl'rs that JIIay lIIakl' hilll reillctaill to 
voice an opinion 011 lIIost lIIattl'rs and prolllpt his 
need 10 e1assify, lalll'l, alld ho\ hi, Ihollghls alld 
elllolions inlo I)('al littlt~ COlllp;lrtllu'lIts, 

Environlllental Preference 
The Abstract Seqllential pn,fers all enviroll

ment Ihat is ordercd and Illl'lltally stillllliatillg. Ill' 
dislikes waslillg his tillll' lIIakillg llristak('s that will 
evenlually have 10 h(~ rellledied. lie therefore 
needs solitude in order to cOIl(:t'lltrale on Ihe ta,k 
at haml. If Ihe environ11lent is filii of distractillg 
sOllnds, the delic:al(,ly wroughl halan('e in his 
thinking process cOllld be upset, n'sIdting in an 
inability 10 concenl rate and IHolllpt i ng exl rellle 

nervollsness. 
The Abstract Sequential thrin's in an intelkc

tual environlllent where he can COlllllll1nicate his 

knowledge and research with others who possess 
the same interests. Ilis environment will usually 
he void of dislactillg colors alld ohj('ds. Ilis officc 
may contain a wealth of hooks, l1lallllals, COI1l
puterized print-ollts, statistical tahles and graphs, 
The AS works hest in an environl1lent in which he 
can function independently withollt excessive 
supervision and where there are no distasteflll and 

unpleasant sounds, people, and objects. 

Use (If Language . 
The Ahstract Sequential loves polysyllahlc 

words because they arc conveyors of his abslract 

h I \AT I I' rn' to rellfesen t t oug 1ts, \ Of( s arc IIse( as slg s 
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phnical ohjl'cts, processes, and conditions. They 
ar(' also med to describe generalizations (e,g" 
ffl'('dolll, Iill('rty) whieh occllr in the world. Rare
I~' do tlwir word~ COII\'('\' thollghts not subject to 
"ratiollal" \(Tlltiny. 

'1'1)(' Ahstract Sl'qlll'ntial is ('ndowed with the 
alllazillg ahilit\' to d('('otle words and lise them 
with prt'ci,ioll. lie i~ lIatllrally compelled to use 
\\'ord, with lo~i(' pattl'rJls to d('scrihe, explain, 
alld jllstify tirillgs. This compllision often reveals 
ihl'lf tllrOllgir extraordinary talkativeness and is 
the r('a~0I1 that Ahstract S('quentials arc labeled 
"irighh' \Trhal," Tire lise of forlllal lall~lIa~e and 
stalldard English is expected in order 10 COlll-

1IIIIIIicate \\TII. 

Primary Evaluative Word 
\\'ill'n tire Abstract Sequential views a top-of

the-lille performancc, Ihe word most often used to 
descrihe it is "excellent," 

Major Intolerances 
III general, the dominant AS dislikes: 

Irazy or sentimental thinking which leads to 
loose or ill acclI ra te concillsions, 
ideas and claims which do not meet his ra
tional test of logic or approved test of validity, 
metaphors and emotional stimulants in sounds 

and gesillfes, and, 
hoistcrom activity and excessive rules and 

regulations, 

Negative Characteristics 
N('galive AS behavior may manifest itself as 

follows: 
discrediting and devaluing other viewpoints hy 
calling them myst ical, ploddi n~, off -the-wall, 
irrational, ami ullSllhstantiated, 
getting lost in their ideas and huilding 
"castles" in the air (Ivory Tower Syndrome), 
helieving Iheir thoughts to be reality and fail
ing to lest them in the concr:ete world, 

absent minded ness, 
argllmentative, excessivC'ly skeptical, and har

shly critical, 
coldness allli isolation, 
taking a person's idea and reducin~ it to 
something trite or mundane in order to make 
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it sound quite cOlllmon. and 
the use of polysyllahic words to inflate their 
ego, to confuse othcrs, and to "put people ill 
thei r place." 

Ohservahle Tnlils 
In gcneral, thc following trails lIla~' be ObSI'I"H·d: 

Feeling that there is a time and place for 
everything. Ahstract S<.'qucntials dislike :"I~' puhlic 
display of affeelion, even from thcir spOllSe, They 
also do not like attention broll~ht to thcm in 
public. A surprise rendition of "Happ~' Birthday" 
sung by four waiters holding a cake with a lit 
sparkler'can put the AS into a stah' of total ('111-

barrassment and possibly under the rcstaurant 
table. 

An Abstract Sequential will somctimcs ha\'e 
difficulty picking up subtle verbal and nOI1\Trbal 
cues and inuendos. Consequently. they will want 
YOll to explain your rationale, motives, and 
reasons for saying or doing somcthing. 

Though not fond of the television "hoob" 
tube, they will watch television documentaries, 
news specials, political debates, and educational 
programs. They are excellent lIlovie critics. hut 
attend only those movies that stimulate their in
tellectual interests, not their emotions. 

An Abstract Sequential can completely forget 
your birthday, anniversary, or a luncheon d:lte 
unless it is written down somewhere. Some of 
these individuals are known for their absent
mindedness and forgetfulness. Many items helong
ing to the AS will he stacked in piles, filed away 
in cabinets and dresser drawcrs. and placed on 
closet shelves. Some of these items are "lost" 
forever. 

This individual can verhally "put you down 
and in your place" in a most eloquent manner, 
Because the Abstract Sequential can be a smooth 
manipulator of the double cntcndre. many in· 
dividuals never realize that they have been 
insulted. 

Guardian angles have a flliitime joh watching 
over some Abstract Sequential individuals. These 
individuals will arrive at a particular destination 
either by car or on foot not remembering how 
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thc~: got ~here. Their minds are usually so preoc. 
cUIHed WIth other thoughts that they are amazed 
that they arrived at all. 

Ne\'cr c:q1('('t :l short convprsation with an 
Ah,~tra('( S('qu('ntial particlliarly if ask('d a qlll'S
tion ('oJl('('rJIing a suhj(·(,( he dearly loves, Being 
highl~' \'('rhal. this individual will oftcn 
lIIonopoliz(' a conversation hy offering hi~ ra· 
tionale. opinions, theorics, sourecs, ctc, In other 
words, he may provide "more than you ever 
wanted to know." 

Thc Abstract Sequclltial parent will sC't high 
standards ami goals for his child. Emphasis is 
placed on social and academic achievement and 
the AS parent will sec to it that his son or 
daughter is expos('d to every opportunity for 
growth a nd development. Children arc expected 
to demonstrate propcr manners, to recognize thei 
duties and respolISihilities within the family strtl(' 
tmc. and to uphold the reputation of the family 
name. Although quitc loving, thc Abstraet S('
quential parent is not overly demonstrative of hi~ 
affection toward his child. 

\Vilh some exceptions of twecdy-types and 
formal dressers, 1I10st Ahstract Seqllcntial in
diddllaJ.~ :lrc not strongly con('erned with lIIallf'r' 
of dress, They :lre of tht' opinion that dress codes 
are for othcr pcople, not them, Sorne think 
nothing of wearing stripes with plai~s. mismatch 
ed or clashing colors, or feci that an open shirt 
and sweater is :l('('('ptal>le at a dinner dancc. Thl' 
')('Ii('\'(' that c10lhes an'~ill1ply sonH'thing to Ill' 
\\orll on the hody and l'aJlllOt figllre Ollt why IH'( 

pie lIIake stich a fuss ovcr what a pcrson wears 0' 

doesn't wear. 

The Abstract Seqlll'ntial \\'ill do his hest to 
impress ~'()II with how well-informed he is, This 
indi\'idual loves to read and relishes a thick, mea 
1\' book, His taste in litcratllrc rtllIS any\\,hC'f(' 
r~om ,ror alld ]'(,0(,(, to alltobiographies of farno! 
presidents and writC'rs. Ill' helk\'es that ('n'ry in
dh'idllal should 1)(' knowkdw·ahle ahout SOlIl('· 

thing, If he thinks that YOII havcn't had a bright 
idea in \TarS or :In' not conversant in am' of hi~ 
areas of' intercst, he will never ask YOII for YOllr 

http://confii.se
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opinion or view on anything, lIe may c\'cn 
dismiss YOII as an irrelcvant bcing, 

Many Ahstract SeC(lIcntials arc highly skep
tical. Tryin~ to l'OIl\'illce an AS of sOlllething he 
docsn't want to bc con\'inced of can be a losillg 
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battle, This individual can engage himself in a 
sllperb game of mcntal gymnastics and never tire 
as he matchcs an opponent point for point. He is 
\'ery of tell qllitc seriolls in his argllments and in 
his mind-gamc antics, 
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Sl'YLE CI-IAI{ACl'ElllSl'ICS 
Ol~ 

TI-IE DOrvlINAN'T AnSI'l\ACl~ llANDOrvl 
INDIVIDUAL 

WOULD OF UEALITY-AUSTHACT 
The "real" world for the dominant 

Abstract Handolll i~ the ah~tract, non-p"y~ical 
world of feelings and emotiollS. Heality for hilll 
is sensed through "vibration~" and cOIISe'luently 
not limited or tied to the physical world. 

The Abstract Handoln live~ in a world of 
Ceeling~ and imngination. This world i .. ohjec
tive to the An, and it doe~ not stand still ,,('n' 
long, This is a fluid, ince~santl\'-active world' 
that does not accede to statisti~ or man-made 
models, This world is visihle to the l1I('ta· 
physical senses oC clairvoyance and clairaudience. 
Such senses permit the highly de\'eloped AH to 
tune into the universe, the COSIllOS, and the 
"music of the spheres," 

The following captures the Abstract Han
dom view: "It is only with the heart that one 
can see rightly; what is essential is invisible to 
the ~ye." (Antoine DeSaint·Exupery) 

ORDEHING AUILITY-HANOUM 
The dominant Abstract Handom's ordering 

ability is non-linear and multi-dimensional. 
Events are not perceived as occurring ill a 
point.by-point progression. Instead. evellts arc 
experienced holistically by "tuning in" to them 
Cully as a person would experience a wave on 
an entire sea. 

To the Abstract Halldorn. an e:<periellce i .. 
a "happening" with many nOllfactorahlc came.~ 
joining naturally to form an event. Tllis is, ill 
essence, what psychologist Carl Jung called 
"synchronicity." That is, a meaningful coin· 
cidence occurs in the transconsciouSIIess rcality 
which is beyond the categorics of spacc and 
time. The dominant Abstract Handom organ-

i7e.~ b~' pllltillg himself alld othcr.~ illto the 
('\Tnt. i.e., he IIses a hlllllan equation in cleci
siolllllakillg. 

View of Tillle 
The do III i na lit Ahst ract Ha II do III "iews t i IIll' 

a~ consistillg of "the IIlOll1l'nt:' lie docs not like to 
tlW tilll!' tn 1Ill':'-~lIrt', locatl'. Of f('striel hi.~ ('X, 

p(·rit·lIlTS. Sillce the past alld prl'st'llt arl' lIIerged 
into a ()J1t'IIl'S~. tomorrow can be significantly clif· 
krent-the characteristics of "coJJlJlollnds" arc 
not alway~ predictable. The Abstract Handoll1 
a\\l1I1)('.S that the future will take care of itself. 
This altitude regardin~ time prompts the AH to 
li\T to(la~' to the fullest for it is the "fir~t day of 
the rest of hi~ Iile." It also permits him to hold 
the position that a single person or event can and 
docs make a ~ignificant differcnce. 

Ihinking Processcs 
Thc dominant Abstract Hanuolll's thinking 

processes arc anchored in feelings. Jlldgmcnts arc 
made in relation to prior el11otional cxperi
cnces-be they posith·c or negative. 

The AB's l11ind is likc a psychic "sJlonge" that 
('an ab~orb idt'as, information, vihrations, and illl· 
I'rl'ssiom a.~ they flow amllnd and through hil11. 
Ilis thinking proc('<;ses ('an also be shrewdly 
Jlercl'Jltin', critical, and suspicious du(' to an in· 
nate ability to see Ill'hind thc outward appearance 
of a person, place or thing. 

The Ab~tract Bandol11's mental ability often 
:Ippl'ars to border on ln~'sticism and psychislll a~ 
thollghts and kclings filter his subcomciollS to hi.~ 
comciolJs l11ind withollt apparellt or logical 
rcason. nlOth·ation, control, or cognitioll. Ill' c:In 
t'\fahlish rapport with individuals and tllne into 
their inner patterm. l1Ioods, and motivatiolls in 
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nn IIncanny way. SlIch rapport perrnit~ hoth the 
C]lIalitie~ of ~ympathy and empathy to emerge. 
This ahility i~ captured hy the familiar sayings, "I 
know where ~'ou are comin~ from," and "I kno\\' 

how YOII feel." 

The An i~ highly retenti\'e of themes, overall 
tapestries, and "fjr~t impressions." Ill' ha:o; a 
tremendolls absorptivc capacity for seemin~ly
lInrelated facts, st ron~ recollect ion a hit i t y, vi dd 
illlllginntion, lind is higilly impressionable. 

Validation Process 
The proof and validity of anything to an 

Ahstract Handom come~ via an inner gllidance 
system which is hased on his own Jler~onal ohjec
ti\'e and sllhjective cxperiences. Ill' is attracted to 

conditions which remnatc in harmony with him 
and is replIlSt'd h~' dissonancc. Nelltral conditions 
arc cnnsid"f(,d Iif,'I,'ss, dead, or horing. I la\'ing an 
almost sllpernormal ahility to detect fralld, phony 
and false claims, he uses his shrewd perception 
and discrimination to test validity and non\'alidi
ty, His he~t harorneters arc his instincts and emo
tions which he expresses throllgh terms like "gilt 

reaction" and "when it's ri~ht, you'll know it." 

Validation through allthorities or credentialed 

individllals is ra rei}' considered. Howe\,er, 

"significant others" who arc felt to be "on a 
similar wave length," "have been there," and arc 
trustworthy and IInderstanding, can provide data 
which are acceptable to an Abstract Handom. 

Focus of Attention 
The dominant Abstract Ilamlom concentrates 

his eneq~ies on rdatinnships. Ill' estahlhhes at
tachments tn certain ideas, people, places, and 
things; and he may not give lip the relationships 
despite all logical reasons which Sllpport a 
hreakllp. These rdatiollShips can rangc frol1l 
maintaining a spent partnership to keeping an old 

school prom program. 

The Abstract Bandom is more concerned \\·ith 

the quality and refinement of his experiences or 

groups of experiences than with their quantity, 

And, he often directs his attention onl~· to that 
which he finds has personal meaning, The AH can 
therefore be qllite dogmatic in wanting his (lllr-
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pm('s mel alld llis wan alld means adclressecll,,' 
others.· . 

The AR often ;Jppropriatc~ ohjects as Illemen
tm \\hich ~Yl1lholi7.c strong hond~ ancl rekindle 
strong reelin!!~. Thc~e COllld incillde sllch thinl!~ 
!'lIch as Im'e Icttcr~, slicks of a vacation, a fan~i'" 
rin~, or peoplc ~lIch as a son or dallghter the . 
Ah~tract Bandoln "jllSt can't let gro\\' lip." AIr~ 
C:1n al~o II(' ('olll't,tors of art, lIIusie, and plant 
I ill'. 

Creativit\' 
The dominant Ab~tract Bandom dOl'S not 

creat(' ne'\\' Ilr rdiJ1(,d h",hlllllog\·, IH'\\, idt'as or 
nt'w theorit'''. IIis contrihlltion lit'S main'" in lIlir
rorin~ or rc-presenting images of nature through 
the arts and mllSic so that men can learn ahollt 
Iht'l11s('lvl's and ahollt Ih(' h(,:lIlt~' that s"rro'rlllis 
Ihel11. At a dt'eper level, the All IIses his sensitivity 
to capture the essence of an ohject and portray its 
lift,. purpmc, and l1leaning, Ill' synthesizes with 
un irnagillati\'e and sllhj('cti\'(' increl1lcnt: Ill' 
rehllilds and rellloids that which has alrea(h' heen 

crcated into a more refincd and beautiflll stute. 

Some A hst ract nancloms l're'a te eond it ions for 
self-lInderstanding and personal he'aling. A 
natural detecti\'{' at heart, the dominant An can 

"crea t c" cxceptiona I rei a t ionc;h i ps a mong people 
by tying into dc('p relt n('cd~, wants, desire's, and 
aspirati()n~. Thi~ permits SOI11C All's to elllerge us 
sensitive cOllrlSelon, advisors, !'ollnding hoarcls, 

and mentors, 

Apprllach to Ch:lIIge 
The dlllllillallt Ah~tract 1I:lIIdOlIl\ approach 

to change is slIhject to his cllrre'nt ern()tionall.~pirit
lIal attitllde and the intemity of his intere'st in 
tlwt \\'hieh is Iwing slIhj('ct 10 changl', Ilf~ ('all 
rdm(' to accept ally l1lodification in a pllrpme or 
goa I bcca lise he ca n 't or WOld accept the idca, 
principle. or pcrsllJwlity lH'hind the proposed 
change. Or, he can allthcntically "change ()\'er 
night" becalls(' of an indepth "change of heart" or 

hadng "scen the light." 

\Iall\' wmiti\'(' ;\h~tract HallcJoJlls are al>I(' to 
dirr('rl'nti·ate and di~cril11inat(' aJllong their inncr 
emotiollal signals and arc therefore ahle to control 
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their re~ponses. Thcy "kno,,"" the dirrerenc:es 
among need~, wants, dc~ires and aspiration,~ and 
make decisions accordingly. 

If, however, the Ahstract lIall(lolII has IIlldH
ferentiatcd elllotiom alld ic; highl~' ill1prec;,~ionahk. 
he can he ca~ily dupcd and swaycd hy a l'on\'iIlC
ing oratory or sales pitch. This Illakes him eac;il~' 
influenced toward changl' which may or l1la~' not 
affect him po~itively. If hl' has highl~' diHl'rl'Il
tiated emotions, he will "~ec through" passiollate 
speeches and "call a ~pade a ~padc.-· 

Approach. 10 Life 
Thc dominanl Ahslr:lcl Han<iolll i .. an idealist 

whose approach 10 life hlh's hilll through l'lllll
tional/imaginative/cosllloloJ,!ical n'allll" millg a 
transcending logic which is ofll'n Ill'ithl'r db('t'rni
hie hy nor acccptahle 10 01 her~ usi ng ('Oll\'l'nt ional 
lo~ie a~ a ~tandard. Ill' i~ Ihu~ somctillll'~ ('011-

~idered to he a daydrl'Olllll'r. a "lIlystic." or an 
"off·thc·wall flakc." 

This individllal hOl~ a naturall';<1IherallCl' alld 
his approach to lifc is usually intensely CIl

th\l~ia~tic. Morc than any other illdi\'idllal. till' 
All fcel~ with pa~~ion the l'lIl11tional l'xtrellll'S of a 
polarity-Iovc/hate, j()y/depre~si()n, pleasurc! pain. 
peacc/war, etc. Because of this continllous 
discharge of impa~sioned enl'rg~' implIl .. es. hl' lIlay 
appcar "hyper" when indeed he Illay not hl', 
Neverthele~s, he has to ret real o('casionally into 
the quiet of hi~ p~yche if he is to replenish the 
encrgy cxpended in thc physical world, 

Often protcclive of hi~ innermost thollghts 
and feelings, the Ahstrad Handolll may wcli re
sent anyone who proh('s too dt'('ply into hi .. 
privah' life. lie IIsllally n'\Tals his innl'f self to 
those whom he tru~ts and lovl's. 

Environlllcntal Preference 
The Ahstract Halldolll h t'Xlrl'IIIl'h- sl'mili,'C' 

to ~uhtle vihratiollS and is. therefore, profol1ndly 
aHected hoth po~itivcly and negati\'cI~' hy hi~ en
vironment. Thc environlllcnt lIIust perlllil hilll 
freedom of 1II0vemcnt, exprec;sion of thought, and 
emotional experienccs, If it docs not, he will 
become anxiou,~ ancl/or frll~tratcd, A plain or 
5parton environment can stifle hi~ spirit a III I 

l'rl'ali\'il~', The Abstract Handoll1 function<; best 
",hen he can "rcad" and "cxehange cncrgie~" 
with a colorful, \'ariable, and ohj~ct-packcd 
en d ronllll' nt, 

Disliking doglllatic and rl'~tricting ruies alld 
reglllation<;, thc Abstract Handolll can m;IIIt'II\'er 
and lIlanipulate through the red tap(' ana hm('au
nan' of an org:lIIi7.ation with rrlllarkahl(' easc 
:lIal finc'ssl', SOIll(, Ahslract I1andollls ar(' the 
('I a~sic cha lIleieons, able to bl('nd wi! h t hl'i r en
\irol"lll'nts ~'l't remain distinct pcrsonaliti('s 
\\ithin it. Otht'rs can project IlIlIIcOlllformillg illl
ages which resllit in peoplc leaving Ih(,111 alone, 

The A hst ract Ha ndolll's (,lIlot iona I at 1 it udl' 
and lH'ha\'ior change as ('II\'irollllll'ntal conditions 
\':rr~'. h"t he will al\\'ay~ rl'qllirl' a "place" to 
which he ('an retreat to recoiled, recharge, and 
rt'organi7.l', 

Usc of I.anguage 
The dOlllinant Ahslract lIandolll ('0111-

n""licates through sOllnd, color, Illusie, symhols. 
poet ry, and gt'st lIres, II e ml'S ml'laphorie 
langllagl' h('{'ausc he thinb in illlages which can
not he l'onllllllnicall'd well in a linear or direct 
lIlanner, Ahstract Handol1ls often make thcir 
poillt .. throllgh stmil's and throllgh hlllllor. 

The A "~t r act lIa lido'" IISC'S words to clot he 
tilt' il"ag('~ crt'alcd in his lIliml to gi\'(' thl'lII ohjcc
livily to the olllside world, Comeqm'ntly, his 
slwech conlains 11l1lltitlldinllous adverhs and ad
jective .. , Tht' AH IISes his hallds and bod~' 1II00'C

lII('nt nalllrally ",h('n cOllllllllllicating with otllt'rs 
and i\ oll('n Ihl' O"jlTt or tilt' slalcIIl('nl, "Tie his 
hand\ In'hind his hack alltl hc' WOll't 1)(' ahle to 
talk," 

I\h~1 ract lIandolllS also talk in c;(,lItl'nce 
fraJ..!IIH'nh and appear 10 shart' "('hllnb" of infor
III;lIillll \\ll('n lalking 10 anot'hn 1\11, Ofll'n Iwo 
,\!J,lral'l lIalldolll.s lalk al ont' anolher, at Ihe 
'arlle lillie. and yet "know" \\'hat the other is sa\'

illg, 

I'rilllnr\' Evalllative \Vord(s) 
"S;rper ," "fallla\tic," "OIrl-or,siglrl," and 

"(h'nandtt''' an' ('vaillativ(' words Il~(,c1 b\' an AH 
\\1;I'n d('~('fi"ing a (op'(Jl,alily "happl'ning," 
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Major Intolerances 
In general, the dominant Ahstract Handol11 
dislikes: 
- dogmatic ancl strictly logical systcms of 

thotlght, 
cold, "noncaring," nonspiritual, and \,"el11o
tional people, 
conservative and restrictive environments. 
heing forccd to "justify" his feclinJ::~, 
hcing required to quantify hi:oo qu,ditin' ('xper· 
ienccs, and 
hcing continually told to he "realistic:' 

Negative Characteristics 
Negative AH hehavior may manifcst it~c1f as 
follows: 
- chronic tardincss to meetings and thc failurc to 

nwet d(~adlines. 
IlllchorillJ.t in ego-centered "me-first" attitllde 
and therchy disreJ.tarding the rights and needs 
of others, 
"nightincss," inaccuracy, and inattention to 
task and dctail which earn him the title of 
"off-the-wall-r1ake, ., 
extreme moodiness dtle to the inahility to 
halance his experiencing of the extrcmes of 

emotions, 
excessive worrying and self-douht, 
jealousy and over-dependency on others, 

_ strong passions and extravagance, and 
- inflated self-image. 

Observahle Traits 
In general, the following traits may hc oh:ooerved: 

Houtine procedures and orderlincss can he 
viewed as boring and nonessential to an Abstract 
Random. Consequently, the bed may not be made 
upon rising. Such an activity may he vicwed as a 
waste of time and encrgy particularly hecause the 
bed will be used again in just twelve hours. 
Likewise, dishes and clothes are wa:oohed only 
when it is economical time-wise or the AH has run 

out of hoth. 
Some Abstract Randoms can be "into" fOllr or 

five books at once. Dog-eared pages and tllrned 
over books are found in the bathroom, bedroom, 
living room, family room, car, and jacket pocket. 
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Despite a prolonged absence in reading a par
ticlllar book, they ha\'e an IIncann~' ability to 
"st€'p back into" the thellle immediately upon 
starting where they left orr. 

~Iany Abstract Handoms are exceptionally 
fine dancers. ~I\lSic can give these individuals a 
\'irtual "high" and send some into a mystical state 
of transcendence. These are the individuals whose 
toes anel fingers IInconsf'iollsly tap in time with 
the mllsic or whose hocli('~ sway and swing with 
the rhythm. SOl11e Ahstract Handol11s are radio 
"station hoppers" as they search the wave bands 
for their favorite song~. 

The Ahstract llandoJll's e1esk top is rarely visi
ble dlle the variolls items deposited on it. His desk 
is not uscd a.s a workhench: instead it serves a:oo a 
repository for items arrang(,d ill pattern:oo known 
onl" to him. The "officc" of an An is located 
\\herever Ire is. lIis filin~ cahinet is "in his head," 
in his hriefcase, or in a shoppin~ hag, hook ha~ or 
carrying purse. I Ie uses a physical office only as a 
place to tOllch hase and deposit materials. 

Live plants and Abstract Randoms have a 
natural affinity and love for one another. All's 
can over-watf'r and linder-water their plants and 
the plants will still thrive. They treat plants like 
hllman beings and will talk to them, stroke them, 
and, in sOllie cases, evell play IIIl1sic for thcm. 
!-.Iany Abstract HandoJII homes and offices will 
often look like jungles. 

Abstract HandOlm can be rellnited with peo
ple they havell't SPl'II for years and pick tip on thc 
friendships as if there were nevcr a day lo.sl. SlIch 
friendships are maintained despite the lack of let
ters and tclephone contacts. 

Many Abstract Handorm are romantic and 
sentimental. Some love to collect antirJlles and 
treat each item with a loving respect and honor in 
their hOJlle. Other AIrs ('olll'd <;0 Illlleh mcmor:l
hilia o\'er the years that their atties or hasements 
\'irtllally "rllnneth over." These individuals find it 
difficllit to throw anything away and only when 
pressllred or whl'n tIH'Y nln Ollt of storaJ::c space 
\\ill the Ahstract Handolll relllctantly part with 

his "treasures." 
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These individuals lo\'e bright colors and 

clothing. Abstract Handoms love to wear bright 
stripes. plaids and paisleys and sometimes they 
wear all at the same time. The An will dress to 
please himself and the mood that he is in. Dark or 
plain colors and surroundings tend to depress the 
Abstract Handom. Consequently, he will make 
sure that his environment is pleasing to his eye 
and that it reflects his taste in decoration. 

An Abstract Handom parent can be the 
classic "Peter Pan." This individual is totally im
mersed in his children's activities and will often 
take part in their games and parties. The AH can 
he a "softie" when it cOllies to hottom lines and 
deadlilll's. With a little persuasion. this parent 
llIay gi\'e into thl' "yes hilt's" of his children. The 
.Abstract Handom loves to get involved with the 
school P.T.A. and local library. The An usually 
volunteers to head the Bake Sale. be Booll1 
Mother. or Liltle Leaglle coach. As the child 

I-!rm\"; older, the Abstract HandOJIl parent is his 
child's strongest supporter and admirer. 

Abstract Handoms may forget the exact date 
of \'ollr birthda\' or annh·er~an·. hilt the\' knO\\' 
th~ month. Gifi.~, cards, and t~lcpllOne ~all~ for 
such occasions may come at any time. Surprise 
gifts may arrive too. Airs are notoriollSl~' spon
taneous and will send YOII long stemllled rmcs on 
an un-hirthday or a grceting card that silllph' 
states "thinking of YOII," Ahstract Handol1ls art' 
not conventional in their I-!ifts or grcetings. Their 
gifts can be totally of no practical lISe and their 
cards can be hysterically outragcous. 

Abstract Hamlollls love animals, cr~' at \\"I'd
dings, sec lIIovie.s ovcr and ovcr again, kct'p ph"to 
aibullls and scraphooks, rl'lIIl'lIIhcr their childhood 
Teddy Bear. and donate to charities. They lo"l' to 
be near waler, thrill to Ihl' he:lllty of a SIIflSt'i, 

and drng out the Chri.stmas records at the first 
snowfall. Abstract Handollls lovl' to rl'lIlinl'scl'. 
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STYLE CI-IARACTERISITCS 
OF 

TI-IE DOfvlINANT CONCRETE }lANDOM 
INDIVIDUAL 

WOHLD OF IlEALITY-CONCnETE 
Thc rcal world for the dominant Concrete 

Random is the concrete, ph~'sical world, Thi~ 
world is IIscd hy the cn only a~ a "launching 
pad" or startin~ point ;Inc! as a milieu ill which 
to carry Ollt his activities. 

The Concrete Ilandom \\\('s intuition to 
pcer into the solid, sensllal world to id('l1ljf~' iI, 
nature and siJ..:nificance, "is world of realit~· is 
captured in a statement h~' Alhert Ein~tein: 
"Thc most incomprehcnsihlc thinJ..: ahollt ollr 
world is that it is comprchensihle." 

ORDERING AnILITY-RANDOM 
The dominant Concrete Random ord('rs his 

world of rcality in thrce·dirnemional pallern<>, 
Agrccing that cvents occur in a lincar fashion, 
hc al.so acknowledges that an event can he af. 
fceted hy outside variahles, 

Evcnts affected h}' olltside variahles can 
rcsult in a dcviation from normal linear pro· 
grcssions to a scries of cvcnts with interrllpted 
or "skippcd" links and thc potential of a new, 
IInprcdictcd cvent appcaring from "Ollt in left 
ficld," Sevcral variahles can also come to~et her 
in a conflllcnt manncr to form a "stream of 
eomciollsncss" which, to the Concrete Handom. 
has no apparcnt heginnin~ or end. 

View of Time 
Thc domin:tnt Concrete Random's vic\\' of 

lime is thc "flOW" which contaillS the slim tolal of 
the past, the interactivc present, and the seed for 
thc flltllre. 

Thinking Processes 

The Concrete Random's thinking processes 
emphasize intuition and instinct. The instinctllal 

processcs are IIsed to register the concrete world 
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as a starting point. Then his primary ability, in
tuition, is used to see into and beyond objects in 
the concrete world to try to identify their nature 
and possihililies, This activity reslllts in the cn 
attrihllles of "Ih'ing in an air of expectancy," "in
sights," and "penetration of other's thoughts, 
words, and deeds," The Concrete Handom feels 
that e\'l'r)' person, place, thing, and experience 
has mcssagcs locked inside and hc is dllty-bollnd 
to lise his intuition as a key, 

Thc Concrcte Handom's thinking processes 
arc qllick and impllisive, discriminating and 
critical, and highly capahlc in matters that dcal 
with the concrete world. Having an advcntllfolls. 
optillli~tic, :lIld inspirational mind, the cn Illay 
i~nore t hcorcl ica I comidcra t ions a nd react to the 
inspiration of the moment. His thinking proccsses 
can ea~i1y movc into arcas that defy hllman lo~i(' 
and Ihat ~lIpcrcede convention. Scckin~ and sear
ching for IInity in jllSt abollt cvcrything, the CR i~ 

IIsllally hllsy findin~ the critical or missing link. 
the coherent principles, or the modlls operandi 
that makes something fit into and function in the 
everyday world. 

Thc CH's thinkin~ process is independent and 
imightflli. and his mind can make the transition 
from fact to thcory with ama7.in~ specd, makin~ 
"intllitivc leaps" in exploring IInstfllctllred 
problcm.~olving sitllatiom. This same IIncanny 
ahilil~' manifesls in making the transition from 
thcor~' to fact and can Icavc the Concrete Han
dom unahle to explain his intervening steps or the 
SOl/rce of his solution. 

Validation Process 
The dominant Concrete Random rarely ac

cepts anything on "olltside" authority, This, 

ho\\'e\'cr, shOll Id not a I ways hc comtflled as 
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rehellion or refusal til cOllforlll. Validatioll or 
trlllh of allY idc.:a, proce~~, or method of applica
tioll for Ihe COllcrele nandolll is achie\'ed Ihrollgh 
praet iCll I demonst ra t ion a nd personal proof of ap
plication. Bllt ('ven then the CR may not he com
pletely satisfied or contcnt wilh the finalil~' of Ihe 
"alidatillll. ~forc IIflen than lIot, he I1Il1sl carr~' on 
a fllrther illdepth prohe into the source andfor 
gellills of the slIhject at han(1. This 1IS1Iall~' resllits 
ill his filldill'~ oll\('r possihililies, all('rllali\"('s, and 
optiolls which pro\'e to hil1l thaI there C;III 1H'\'('r 
he anything ahsoillte or totally allthorilati\'(~ in 
l"lman terms. 

1~(lC1lS of Atte1ltion 

The COllcrcll' nandolll's foclls of attelltion, 
partic1IIarly in a learning or working environ
.111('nt, is on processes, methods, npplicntiollS, :Ind 
approaches to d(,;ding wilh p('rsons, places, and 
things. The cn is lI10rc oftell concerned with 
ideals than with material ohjects-morc con
cerned with altitlldes than facts. fie often fccls 
that thc altitlldc or motivation hehind Ihe crea
tion or implementation of something is morc 
vailiahle and important than the thing itself. 

Creativity 
The prodllct of the dominant Concrele Ran

dom's creativity is original and IInicple. Break
throughs for him rarcl}, come hy "figuring things 
out." They cOllie via intuitive leaps or insights 
which arc later rationalized. 

Descrihed as pioneering, progressive, invcn
tivc, and fllturistic, Ihc Concrete nandom lo\'es 
cnterprise and his penchant for daring tnkes him 
into areas of thought which arc either 1Inex
plained or untraveled hy many. Consequently, the 
cn is often considercd to he a "gamhler" or "risk
takcr" hy his more comervative friend.s and co
workers. lie is thc truc "idea" man who resear
ches, gather.s and produces; he often leaves the 
detail and comp'letion of his projecls to others. 

Uniqlle in his creativity, his ideas mllst and 
will he his own. The ideas may often defy logic or 
convention, and the rcsult of his productivity ma~' 
well he the huilding hlocks or the cornerstone 
vital to any growing organization or society. 

3£1 

t\ppro:1ch to Ch:1l1ge 
The dOlllinant COllcrete Bandom is not 

~\'l'rse to change: ill fact, he is often the prill 
instigator of it. This indiddual can he the 
"trouhle-shootc-r" in an organization. He can 
eliminale ",hat is old and nonessentinl; moreo' 
he will redesign and restrllcture as he goes alo 
Concrete nandoms like to predict possihilities 
rather than e\'l'nts and often conve~' these thn 
lIlel a phors OJ lid IlOt t h rOllgh 1Il0dl'ls. 

.. \Im referred til as th(' proq'rhial "rollin~ 
stOlll', .. h(' is as challgeabll' as his environment 
Ill' rdml's III Ill' l'nl rl'lll'hl'd ill anyone place f 
IOllg p('rinds IIf tillll'. Ilis din'rw carel'rs and j( 
relocaliolls llIil\' rdl('d this attitllde. The Conc 
Handom Ihri\'l'.~ Oil changes that dl'mand 
challenge. 

To changl' his altitllde or hl'havior is easy 
the Concrete Handolll hl'caUSl' he is usually no 
()\'crl~' concl'rIll'd with l11akin~ impressions or.! 
illg 0111 of his \\'a~' to win o\'er people. In this 
rl'spl'ct, the cn is very Illllch his own person. 

Approach to Life 
The dominant l.onc-rdc Random is a 

r('alislfidealisl ",hos(' dew of his world and Sill 

rcllllldinJ:! clwironment is hoth telescopic and 
nni\·crsal. Bccause the cn usually cares more I 
attiludes than cold, hard facts and for options 
al\('rnalivcs rather than cut-and-dried, take-it
lea n'·it proc('du res a nd met hods, he st rives to 
understand the "why" of his \\.(orld rather thar 
the "ho\\,." And. he will do this in his own in
dl'pendent manner. 

The l.ollcrl'le Ha ndolll 's Il!'rsona I r reeclom 
imporlant to him and he needs his own "space 
all times if he is tn function at his hcst. Most ( 
arc natural leaders and can thus hecome impa 
lient andfor frllstrated if not placed or workin 
a leadershir-t~·pc position. 

En\'ironmental Preference 
The dominant Concrete nandom seeks a 

stimulus-rich environment in whieh he hali 
freedom of movement and expression. His mol 
is, "Don't fence me in." Further, he likes en
vironments which arc amenable to rearrang~-
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IIll'nl. lie will, ut times, purposely stir ohject~ 
uround in order to hring ahout a change in 
!'ccncry. rclationship~. and opportullitie.~. 

The Concrcte nandorn oftcn thri\'e!> in a COI11-

pt'titivc en\'ironlllent p<lrticularly when he can 
display and use his \\'it.~. Disliking dogmatic and 
rl'strictin~ rules and re~ulatiollS. and unattractive 
(If hland ellvirOllllll'nts. thc CH will pack his bags 
and lea\'e rather than remain in an environment 
hl' feels is rcstricti\'c and/or sterile. 

Usc uf Lall~lIagc 
The Concrete nandolll lISt'!> words which lIla\' 

han' a present litcral meanin{! and acceptance. . 
But they may not always COIl\'CY what he hilllself 
1ll'lie\'('s t.he word~ COllllOtC. I\('('ano;e of hi~ .. hilit\' 
to sense suhtle and IInivcr!'al nuanccs hiddcn in ; 
word. the cn fcels that words do not convey true 
Illl'aninJ.!. 

Some Concfl'tt' Handollls fcel that the English 
hlllJ.!llaJ.!e is flat, and they therefore speak and 
communicate their ideas .lOd emotions with 
dramatic animation and sweepin~ gestures. 
Ill-calise of the man~' irna~cs a !'inglc word con
jures lip in his mind, the CIl's speech may tend to 
ramble. This is simply hecame his mind is work
inJ.! faster than his ahility to fllouthe the words. 

lIis !'entences may be left unfinished and 
dangling as he moves onto his next thought. This 
hehavior docs not upset his fellow Ilandoms. It 
will, however, virtually drive a Sequential "lip 
the wall." The Concrete Ilandom is a glih and 
prolific speaker whose conversation i~ lively, col
orflll, informative, and rarely clull. 

Primary Evaluative \Vurd(!» 
"Superior," "sllperh," and ·'great"· are word~ 

used to describe a top-of-the-line performance. 

Major Intolerances 
In general, the dominant Concrete Ilandom 
dislikes: 

people who arc unwilling to change or con
sider options. 
fence-straddlers who continually seck "hard 
data" and/or ~uarantees that the cn's ideas 
will or do work, 
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procedures which must be followed without 
exception, 
heing asked to prove that the facnlt\' of intui-
tion exists. and . 

fuzzy-headed "mystics" whose approaeh to lifl' 
de.<;troys the credihility of insights and 
premonitions. 

Negative Characteristics 
Negath'e CH behavior may manifest itself as 
follows: 

halldwagoning anel jumping from iell';1 10 iel('a 
withont proper grouneling. 
ruthless lISe of any mcam to the chosen end. 
ahandonment of an idea or l'vol\'inJ.! projl'cl 
hdore it is fully eomplt,tt'd, 
forgetting promises or agreelllents dUl' tn an 
"out-of-siJ.!ht, ollt-of-mind" attitude. 
disinterest in practical rarnifklltions of .111 idea 
which is to he implemented, 
irritatioll al other individuals who cannot 
make his intllitive leaps, 
the wil1ingn{'s~ to sacrifice himself and others 
in order to fulfill a mission. and 
jumping to "too quick" and rapid conclusions. 

Observable Traits 
In general, the following traits may he ohscrved: 

Concrete randoms are the individuals who 
refuse to accept the words "don'r' and "can't." If 
told not to do sOlllething, they will usually find a 
reason or way to do it. If told they can't do 
something, they will immcdiately s.~t out to prove 
that the)' can. These individuals secm duty-hound 
to hcat whatever odds or systellls they encOIlIlter. 

The Concrete HandorTl is notoriolls for not 
reading directions or instructions. Some Cil's feel 
that directions were written for "dummics." 
Others feel that not reading directions is part of a 
direct challenge to their wits and competence. 
When their self-directed efforts fail, Concrete 
Handorns have been known 1'0 sneak off, inslruc
tions in hand, to rcad them when no one else is 
watching. 

A Concrete Handom will hesitate to give you 
a definite position Oil anything. For example, if 
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told something is "black," thcy will respond with 
a "yes, but it could be indigo, dark bille, or dark 
brown." Pinning thcm down to a final answer 
they will stick with and not change a month later 
is not an cas)' task. Some CH"s like to cover all 
bets to avoid entrapment. 

This individual is outgoing, friendly, ag
gressive, and loves to mix and socialize at a 
cocktail party. Concrete Handorns enjoy ma
neuvering themselves in and arollnd the room. 
They join in on a conversation momentarily and 
then move orr to another group of people. These 
individuals can he the proverbial lire of the party 
and can be relied upon br any host to liven lip 
the party if it should start to '·homll. ,. 

Concrete Randoms have a natural curiosit~·. 
They love to "tinker" with ideas, Illodcls, gadgets, 
cars, and household appliances. They also like to 
experiment and may rewire the entire hOllse to ac
commodate a new invention. YOllng CH's arc thc 
children who love to pia}' arollnd in the school 
chemistry lab and take toys, hikes, and lamps 
apart. 

A Concrete llandorn has to havc fOllr or fivc 
irons in the fire and has the encrgy to keep thcm 
all going. He requires conditions which permit 
personal movement and the dcvelopment of his 
ideas. If he feels limited, confincd, or restricted, 
he will complain about being bored or having 
"cabin fever." 

Some Concrete Randoms have so much per
sonal charisma that they can "charm the pants orr 
a snake." These individuals can have a melodious 
voice, a down-to-earth appeal, and an air of 
sophistication. Cll's also love to hear the sound of 
applause for their efforts. This is not necessarily 
an ego prohlem; rather, it serves as their shot of 
"adrenalin. " 
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The cn likes to be a leader, not a follower. 
Thcse individuals love to take charge and to be ill 
charge. They appear to thrive on controversy ane 
to be at war within themselves and against 
various evils. They are cunning and brilliant 
strategists, but often withdraw to watch follower.; 
implement their dreams. 

Concrete Random parents are not strict 
disciplinarians. These individuals will often, 
within reason, allow their children to "Do their 
o\\"n thing." They encourage their children to ex
perience life, learn by trial and error, and to pick 
themsclves up by their own bootstraps and try 
again when problems arise. cn parents give their 
children guidelines, options, and alternatives 
rather than strict rules and reglllations. In some 
instances, the Concrete llandom would prefer to 
he a friend or pal their children can freely come 
and "talk" with rather than be a "Do as I say" 
parent. 

Some Concrete Randoms will have a ca"r'eer -
with many moves or will make changing jobs 
their career. One might get the impression that 
the cn has had a bad employment track record 
when indeed this individual may have purposely 
moved from job to job due to personal offers, job 
enrichment, and increased financial opportunity. 

Concrete llandoms can know the punch line 
of your joke or the point you are trying to make 
before you finish. They will involuntarily start to 
nod their heads or may even blurt out the answer 
if not able to restrain themselves. In most in
stances, the cn has not heard your joke or reach
ed your conclllsion. He has jllst experienced 
another of his intllitive leaps. 
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APPENDIX D: 
Ethics Letter 

October 11, 1990 

Dear Study Participant, 

As part of a one-course project, I am conducting a study of teachers' learning styles. 

As part of this study, you will be asked to complete a "matrix form" to determine your natural, 
flexed, adapted, and coping learning styles according to Anthony Gregorc's conception of the four 
learning styles--Abstract Random, Concrete Random, Abstract Sequential, and Concrete 
Sequential. These categories are in themselves neutral. Their delineation will only aid in self
understanding as a teacher and as a person. 

You will then be given descriptions of each of Gregorc's learning styles and be asked to provide 
confirmation of each, based on your own educational experiences. The information will be 
obtained through interviews which will be taped, transcribed, and returned to you for 
verification. 

All information obtained from this study will be handled in a professional and confidential 
manner. When responses are released, no names, locations, or any other identifying 
information will be included in any discussion of the results. You also have the right to 
withdraw from the study without prejudice at any time. 

Your consent to participate in this study will be indicated by your willingness to continue. 

I appreciate your assistance with this study. If you have any questions, please feel free to 
contact Rochelle Yamagishi at 329-9280 or Dr. Michael Pollard, advisor for the project at 32~ 
2296. You can also contact any member of the Human Subjects Research Committee at the 
University of Lethbridge for additional information. The person to contact is Dr. Nancy Grigg, 
329-2459. 

Yours truly, 

Rochelle Yamagishi 




